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Executive Summary 

The City of Eugene purchased approximately 194 acres of land in Lane County, Oregon in 2012, 
for the purposes of conserving imperiled habitats and rare and uncommon species, protecting 
open space, and providing an additional segment of the Ridgeline Trail. Known as South Eugene 
Meadows, the property was acquired with funds from the City’s 2006 Parks and Open Space 
Bond Measure, land acquisition funds from the Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board, wildlife 
mitigation funds from the Bonneville Power Administration, and a generous contribution from 
the landowner. The City granted OWEB and BPA a permanent conservation easement on the 
property in exchange for the grant funds. The conservation easement identifies the Conservation 
Values of the site, including upland and wet prairie, oak savanna, oak woodland, and riparian 
forests, the headwaters of Spencer Creek, four at-risk plant species, two at-risk wildlife species, 
and connectivity to the regional protected areas network. Management and protection of the 
Conservation Values will benefit many additional native plant species, invertebrates and 
vertebrates that are partially or wholly dependent on these system types. The land bridges a 
large gap in the  protected areas network of the Ridgeline, and adds significant prairie and oak 
habitat acreage in an area where much of the nearby protected land is conifer forest.  
 
This plan describes the overall goals and objectives of the City’s management of South Eugene 
Meadows and is a guide for conservation and public access and recreation actions. The plan 
documents the site’s features and history, articulates its local and regional conservation 
importance, identifies the conservation targets, describes specific planned actions for protecting 
or enhancing those systems and species, details desired future conditions, provides a schedule 
of implementation, and formulates monitoring plans for key site resources and restoration areas. 
 
The six primary management objectives for the first twenty years (2012-2032) under this plan 
are: 

1. Restore the structure of prairie, savanna, and oak woodland habitats. 
2. Maintain and expand populations of priority plant species in grasslands. 
3. Enhance habitat features for grassland and oak-dependent wildlife species. 
4. Develop and implement an effective and efficient monitoring program. 
5. Provide public access to the site. 
6. Establish maintenance access to facilitate restoration and management. 

 
The City shares mutual goals for habitat protection and conservation with the Rivers to Ridges 
Partnership, a consortium of 14 organizations from governments to non-profit groups working 
to protect Willamette Valley ecosystems. The ecological vision for South Eugene Meadows is to 
achieve a mosaic of prairie, oak savanna, and oak woodland with pockets of open Douglas-fir 
woodland and forest at the site margins and on north-facing slopes. The long-term vision for 
public access and use at South Eugene Meadows is to provide compatible recreation 
connectivity to the Ridgeline Trail system that offers visitors the opportunity to experience 
nature and to enjoy Willamette Valley ecosystems and species. 
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 Introduction and Background 1

The City of Eugene (City) added the South Eugene Meadows site to its natural area and open 
space system in December 2011, the culmination of a decade-long effort to protect headwater 
streams of Spencer Creek, regionally rare upland prairie, oak savanna and oak woodland 
habitats, and a population of the federally threatened Kincaid’s lupine (Lupinus oreganus). 
 
South Eugene Meadows joins the City’s Ridgeline park system, greatly improving the potential 
for landscape connectivity between large blocks of protected lands to the east and west.  The 
acquisition achieves one more step toward realizing the vision of a network of contiguous 
habitat and recreational lands spreading across the Eugene-Springfield area (Figure 1).  
 
Acquired with funding from the City’s 2006 Parks and Open Space bond measure, major grants 
from the Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board (OWEB) and the Bonneville Power 
Administration (BPA), and a substantial donation from the property owner, the  purchase of the 
site by the City preserves the property in perpetuity. A conservation easement on the property 
held by OWEB and BPA as a condition of the project funding designates that the site be 
managed for the purpose of preserving the site’s documented Conservation Values.  
 
 

 Purpose of the Management Plan 1.1

This Management Plan (plan) serves as the overarching guide to activities at the site for the next 
twenty years (2012-2032). It documents the site history and current conditions, describes desired 
future conditions, articulates restoration goals and objectives, outlines a sequence and timeline 
for accomplishing restoration actions, and identifies a monitoring strategy. Conservation and 
restoration goals and desired future conditions identified in this plan will be the basis for the 
development of more specific operational prescriptions and budgets for individual projects. 
While project implementation and timing will adapt and change based on site conditions and 
availability of resources, the overall objectives for the site as described in this plan will remain 
essentially as described herein.  
 
The plan contents and structure meet OWEB and BPA requirements as described in the 
Conservation Easement (2011), OWEB Grant Agreement (2011), and OWEB’s Management Plan 
Guidance (2009). In accordance with the OWEB Grant Agreement, the City will submit a brief 
report every 5 years (2017, 2022, 2027, and 2032) summarizing the use and management of the 
property and relating how the City’s actions are enhancing the Conservation Values described in 
the conservation easement. This plan may be revised prior to 2032 upon agreement of the City, 
BPA, and OWEB if the majority of management objectives are complete and an updated set of 
conservation goals and actions are warranted. Otherwise, in 2032 or shortly before, the City, 
BPA, and OWEB will determine what mechanism to use for site management moving forward. A 
legal description of the property is attached as Appendix 1 and a baseline report for the 
conservation easement is attached as Appendix 2. 
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Figure 1. Open Space Vision and Site Regional Location 
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 Conservation Values and Ecological Significance 1.2

Oregon’s Willamette Valley was once comprised of large expanses of prairie and oak savanna 
with pockets of oak and Douglas-fir woodland and forest, which transitioned to conifer forests 
in the foothills of the mountain ranges on the valley borders. Networks of headwater streams 
and small tributaries originated from rolling hillsides in the valley, flowing into rivers which 
drained the mountain ranges, ultimately converging as the mainstem Willamette River. 
 
Today, much of the original grassland, oak and riparian ecosystems historically abundant in the 
Willamette Valley have been lost; converted to agricultural, urban and rural development, and 
timber land uses. Of nearly 2 million acres, less than 2% of historic upland prairie and oak 
savanna and less than 7% of oak woodland persist (ODFW 2006). Furthermore, remaining 
grasslands are threatened by ecosystem degradation from invasive species and by successional 
changes to woodland and forest as a result of fire suppression (ODFW 2006, USFWS 2010). A 
wide variety of plant and animal species including several endemic to the Willamette basin are 
dependent upon these very prairie and oak systems (Christy and Alverson 2011, Floberg et al. 
2004, Alverson 2005, Vesely and Rosenberg 2010), and many populations are declining. Habitat 
loss and fragmentation have been identified as the major limiting factors affecting most of the 
listed and at-risk terrestrial wildlife species in the Willamette Valley (USFWS 2010, Vesely and 
Rosenberg 2010, Primozich and Bastasch 2004).  
 
Riparian areas also have been greatly reduced and impacted by land use conversion and 
increasing development since the 1850s. Headwater streams have been grazed, impacting water 
quality and causing erosion and soil loss. Riparian shrublands and forests have been lost to 
hydrologic modification and flood control, harvest, grazing and agricultural uses and urban 
development. Often only a narrow corridor remains to support numerous wildlife species and 
water quality (ODFW 2006). Riparian systems play a critical role in healthy watershed function, 
for water quality, water supply, and wildlife habitat. Locally, headwater streams in mid-elevation 
prairies and savannas are often primary water sources for mammals. Riparian systems serve a 
multitude of wildlife species, including several listed and at-risk species dependent upon in-
stream habitat, ephemeral and permanent wetlands, shrublands, and forests for vital life history 
stages. Despite efforts to conserve these important systems, they continue to decline in the 
Willamette Valley (ODFW 2006). 
 
As a result of the scale of habitat loss and function, especially in prairies and savannas, the 
Willamette Valley ecoregion is recognized as globally imperiled (Noss et al. 1995, Flobert et al. 
2004, Hoekstra et al. 2005).  Over the last decade a number of efforts to identify the highest 
priority areas for conserving Willamette Valley ecosystems and species have been undertaken. 
Protection and restoration of prairie, oak savanna, oak woodlands, and headwater streams have 
been identified as critical conservation needs by OWEB, the Northwest Power and Conservation 
Council, Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW), Oregon Department of Forestry, U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), The Nature Conservancy (TNC), Partners in Flight, the Oregon 
Biodiversity Project, and the Pacific Coast Joint Venture, as well as watershed councils, 
conservation organizations, and researchers. Locally, the Rivers to Ridges Partnership has 
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identified the value of these systems in multiple regional vision documents and site-specific 
management plans.  
 
The South Eugene Meadows site hosts prairie and oak ecosystems, headwater streams and 
coniferous forests, and plant and wildlife species that are identified as conservation targets in 
several plans and assessments by the entities listed above. Most recently, TNC’s Willamette 
Valley Synthesis Project (2010) reviewed major conservation plans for the Willamette Valley, 
including ODFW’s Oregon Conservation Strategy (2006), and mapped areas common to multiple 
plans; South Eugene Meadows is located within the West Eugene-Spencer Creek Conservation 
Opportunity Area where both upland and riparian systems are targets. It is also called out by the 
local Ridgeline Area Open Space Vision and Action Plan (LCOG 2008) as a key habitat area that 
protects priority systems and provides landscape connectivity. 
 
As one of the agencies that has identified priority conservation targets, OWEB has evaluated and 
identified ecological systems, species, and functions that are in need of protection and 
restoration in the Willamette Valley. Several are present or expected at South Eugene Meadows, 
and this plan uses these systems, species, and functions as a foundation for the development of 
restoration goals and prescriptions at the site. Upland prairie, wet prairie, oak savanna, oak 
woodland, and riparian forest are interspersed across the site’s 194 acres. Three OWEB-priority 
plant communities are known from prairie and oak areas of the site: Roemer fescue valley 
prairie, white oak/poison oak/blue wild rye, and white oak - black oak/poison oak.  In addition, 
there are five plant communities that are likely to occur but have not yet been documented: 
white oak/snowberry/sword fern, Oregon ash/Dewey sedge - stinging nettle, Oregon 
ash/spreading rush, white oak/Roemer’s fescue savanna, and California oatgrass valley 
grassland. At the species level, several OWEB plant and wildlife species have also been noted. 
The federally threatened Kincaid’s lupine is present on the site, and suitable habitat exists for 
white-topped aster (Sericocarpus rigidus), wayside aster (Eucephalis vialis), and the endangered 
Willamette daisy (Erigeron decumbens var. decumbens) which may occur in prairie and oak 
savanna areas. OWEB-priority wildlife confirmed to use the South Eugene Meadows site include 
Western gray squirrel, slender-billed nuthatch, and chipping sparrow, while likely but as yet 
undetected species include the federally-endangered Fender’s blue butterfly, red-legged frog, 
Oregon vesper sparrow, western meadowlark, and yellow warbler.  
 
The Oregon Conservation Strategy (ODFW 2006) identifies ecoregional Strategy Habitats, and 
within ecoregions gets more specific, assigning “Key Habitats” and “Key Species” to conservation 
opportunity areas. Oregon Conservation Strategy and OWEB habitats present at South Eugene 
Meadows overlap completely, although the terms used are slightly different. South Eugene 
Meadows is located in the West Eugene Wetlands (WV-23) conservation  opportunity area. Key 
Habitats present at South Eugene Meadows include wet prairie, grasslands, oak savanna, and 
oak woodlands, and Fender’s blue butterfly as a Key Species. Other Strategy Habitats for the 
Willamette Valley that occur at this site include Riparian and Headwaters. A host of Strategy 
Species associated with these habitats are listed in Appendix 3- Willamette Valley Focal Species. 
Strategy Species known to occur at South Eugene Meadows are Kincaid’s lupine, Hitchcock’s 
blue-eyed grass, Western gray squirrel, and chipping sparrow. Some additional species, while 
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not yet observed at the site, are known to occur nearby and are anticipated or likely to use 
suitable habitat at South Eugene Meadows; they include Oregon vesper sparrow, Western 
meadowlark, slender-billed nuthatch, western rattlesnake, wayside aster, and Willamette daisy 
(Appendix 3).  
 
In addition to ecological systems and species the site also contains a portion of Spencer Creek’s 
headwaters, which ultimately flow into Coyote Creek, a tributary to the Long Tom River. A 
narrow forested headwaters corridor is present on each headwater area. Preserving the integrity 
of these headwaters, including vegetation cover and surrounding natural land use, and 
preventing erosion and downcutting will benefit water quality in the streams they feed by 
helping to maintain low temperatures and sediment loads. 
 
 

 Site Overview and Regional Context 1.3

South Eugene Meadows is located south of Eugene on Blanton Road just outside of the City’s 
urban growth boundary (Figure 2). The site is one of many parcels forming the uppermost 
portion of the Spencer Creek watershed, and encompasses approximately 194 acres of prairie, 
oak savanna, oak woodland, mixed oak-conifer woodland, mixed conifer-hardwood forest, and 
headwater streams.  
 
Situated in the southern Willamette Valley, the site is centrally positioned between the Coast 
and Cascade ranges, on a mid-elevation ring of hills that form a defining ridgeline between the 
City of Eugene to the north and agricultural and forest lands to the south. This area of urban-
rural interface has expanded in recent decades and mixes of developed neighborhoods and 
large rural-residential home lots are found nearby. In an area experiencing development 
pressure, South Eugene Meadows contributes an important landscape-scale block of upland 
prairie and oak ecosystem habitat, a connection to the conifer forests of Spencer Butte and 
Blanton Ridge parks to the east, and to the prairies and oaks of Wild Iris Ridge park to the west. 
The site also provides the first link in connecting the Ridgeline Trail system to Wild Iris Ridge 
and the West Eugene Wetlands, beginning to fulfill a long-term vision for connected, 
compatible recreation.  
 
The Ridgeline park system is a community gem in the making. Over the last 60 years, large parks 
have been infrequently added to the system as availability and resources converged to present 
opportunities. The City, the public, and many partners from local to federal government 
agencies, conservation groups, watershed councils, and neighborhood organizations have been 
collaborating strategically since the mid-1990s to preserve open space in the Eugene-Springfield 
metro region. Together with the community, professional planners and land managers engaged 
in workshops to identify local values and long-term goals. The planning process resulted in two 
key vision documents, which were widely endorsed by city and county governments and groups 
from trails organizations to native plant enthusiasts to educational non-profits. The Rivers to 
Ridges Metropolitan Regional Parks and Open Space Study (LCOG 2003) describes a regional  
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Figure 2. Site Context Map
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vision for parks and open space, identifying seven guiding principles: variety, scenic quality, 
connectivity, recreation and education, habitat, protection and conservation of wetlands, 
waterways, and the ridgeline, and community buffers. The Ridgeline Area Open Space Vision and 
Action Plan (LCOG 2008) further refines the Rivers to Ridges plan, focusing specifically on the 
ridgeline landform between Fern Ridge Reservoir and Interstate Highway 5. The Ridgeline Vision 
and Action Plan identifies the following key features of the Ridgeline: high value habitats, 
outstanding scenery, working farms and forest land, regional recreational opportunities, and a 
showcase of the natural, scenic, and historic landscape.  Vetted through a series of public 
workshops, this process and plan provide clear direction and priorities for open space and 
natural areas preservation. 
 
Most recently, in 2010 the nationally-acclaimed West Eugene Wetlands Partnership expanded its 
mission to reflect the gradual and natural expansion of conservation efforts that now extend 
beyond the wetlands. Under its new name, the Rivers to Ridges Partnership  formally recognizes 
its expanded geographic scale and conservation and recreation focus areas in the Eugene-
Springfield Metropolitan area. This transition includes a growing emphasis on upland prairie and 
oak habitat conservation. The expansion drew in new partner organizations, and this larger, even 
more varied partnership has committed to working together to protect the region's land and 
water resources and their ecosystem functions and values, for the benefit of our local residents 
and visitors alike. The acquisition of South Eugene Meadows and the City’s management of the 
site in accordance with this plan fall under the umbrella of these publicly adopted and widely 
endorsed vision plans and partnerships. 
 
 

 Site Description, History, and Existing Conditions 2

 Physical Description 2.1

The property is a combination of five taxlots, one of which borders Blanton Road and connects 
to the other four, which form a large block of land bisected only by a BPA transmission line 
corridor. The entire property is located in Lane County, Oregon, tax lots 1703, 3800 and 3801 in 
Township 18 South, Range 4 West, Section 13,  and tax lots 200 and 201 in Township 18 South, 
Range 4 West, Section 24.  An approximate centroid is 43° 59' 52", 123° 7' 23". The full legal 
description is included as Appendix 1. 
 
The site is zoned as Rural Residential (RR10) adjacent to Blanton Road; Impacted Forest Lands 
(F2) in the remainder of the northern third of the site; and Marginal Lands (ML) for the large 
160-acre block comprising the southern two-thirds of the site (Figure 3).  
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Figure 3. Site Setting and Features  
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2.1.1 Topography, Boundaries, and Neighboring Properties 

South Eugene Meadows is characterized by gentle slopes of prairie and oak habitat, surrounded 
by forested knolls and two steep knobs on the eastern portion of the site. Elevations range from 
a low of approximately 720 feet at the site’s southwest corner to over 1100 feet at the top of the 
highest knoll (Figure 4). The northern portion of the site and the central prairies are mildly 
sloping, occurring between 930 and 1050 feet in elevation. Aspect varies on the northern third 
of the site, but the southern two-thirds of the site are south-facing and gradually sloped, with 
the portion south of the power lines breaking and sloping steeply down to the headwater 
stream channel near the southern boundary. Knolls in the northern portion of the site are 
dominated by oak, or by a mix of oak and conifer. A very steep hill in the eastern, midsection of 
the site punctuates the otherwise gradual topography, rising over 100 feet from the adjoining 
prairie and hosting an oak woodland community on its south face. A second steep hill in the 
very southeastern corner of the site rises 200 feet over a short distance, although its summit is 
outside the property boundary.  
 
The property is bounded by numerous parcels developed for rural residential housing or 
currently being maintained as natural vegetation (Figure 3). Along Blanton Road, immediate 
neighbors are private landowners with residences, and a local television station hosting regional 
communications antennas to the northeast. A City-owned right-of-way extends from the paved 
portion of 52nd St. to the eastern site boundary. Undeveloped lands currently border the 
southeast, south, and west property boundaries, although lots to the south are platted for rural 
residential home development.  Land cover/land use bordering the site is a mix of patches of 
woodland and forest interspersed with open grasslands. In close proximity to the site, both the 
Blanton Ridge and the 52nd and Willamette Street trailheads provide connections to the 
Ridgeline Trail system. South Eugene Meadows could be directly connected to the 52nd Street 
trailhead via the paved and undeveloped portion of the 52nd Street right-of-way, which extends 
all the way to the eastern border of the site. 
 
There are currently barbed wire fences along the northwestern, northeastern, and southern 
property boundary where it appears they have recently been installed by neighbors, the former 
landowner, or both. In addition, there are several interior fences, most of which run along the 
taxlot boundaries but a few of which run along historic property boundaries. 
 

2.1.2 Existing Vegetation 

Existing vegetation cover is depicted in Figure 5. Refined mapping based on improved site 
knowledge since the property’s transfer to the City has resulted in slightly different total acreage 
by habitat as compared to the Conservation Easement, but does not represent any substantial 
change in the site’s Conservation Values. For the purposes of this plan, the City opted to use the 
best information available, which is represented below. Grassland vegetation types currently 
present at South Eugene Meadows account for approximately 62 acres (32% of the site) and 
include upland prairie, wet prairie, small pockets of emergent wetland, and oak savanna. 
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Figure 4. Topography and Waterways 
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Figure 5. Existing Vegetation 
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Prairies are extensive throughout the property (46.5 acres), although they are currently 
encroached upon in many locations by planted trees. Savanna occupies smaller areas totaling 
15.5 acres, mostly within the northernmost third of the site. The existing prairies and savannas 
are in fair condition, somewhat structurally intact but with nearly entirely non-native herbaceous 
plant species composition. There are several small exceptions, notably the prairie adjacent to 
Blanton Road, the prairie between the southern site boundary and the southern stream corridor, 
areas hosting spurred lupine (Lupinus arbustus), and localized spots within the upper part of the 
southern prairie below the power line right-of-way. However, these areas combined only total 
approximately 15 acres, or about one-quarter of all prairie and savanna understory at the site. 
Current and former savanna areas contain several large diameter Oregon white oaks (Quercus 
garryana) with open-grown canopy morphology, as well as areas with shallow soils where open-
grown oaks remain but have smaller diameter stems, fewer large limbs, and smaller canopies.  
 
Forested systems on the site include oak woodland, mixed conifers/oak woodland/forest, and 
conifer forest, and account for the remaining nearly 116 acres (60%) of the site, with the 
exception of the power line right-of-way (8% of site). Oak woodlands occupy small areas 
throughout the center of the site, and seem to have developed in areas of historic savanna that 
have not experienced disturbance in several years to decades. In many areas, it appears oak has 
increased somewhat in density, slowly converting former savanna to open-canopied woodland. 
Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menzeisii) is also present on the site, and in many areas is interspersed 
with oak, forming mixed oak/conifer stands that in many cases are suppressing the oaks and 
associated subdominant species such as Pacific madrone (Arbutus menzeisii). In places these 
mixed composition stands are ringed with oaks at the edges that are in various stages of health, 
ranging from nearly dead on the interior to moderately to highly healthy at the edges. 
 
Coniferous woodland/forest is found primarily in two areas, one north of the BPA easement on 
east and north-facing slopes, and the other on the north-facing slope of the steep hill at the 
southeastern corner of the property. Both of these areas are heavily dominated by Douglas-fir 
with bigleaf maple (Acer macrophyllum) as a subdominant. 
 
Because the site’s channels represent highest-order streams, and flow only seasonally, extensive 
riparian vegetation has not developed within their floodplains. Oregon ash (Fraxinus latifolius) is 
common along the southern stream and there are a few black cottonwood (Populus balsamifera 
ssp. trichocarpa) trees along the northern stream, but in general the forested vegetation 
associated with these channels does not form willow thickets or cottonwood gallery stands 
associated with much larger and more permanent waterbodies.  
 
See Section 3.1 for a more detailed description of each of these natural communities. 
 

2.1.3 Waterbodies and Wetlands 

Headwater streams of the upper Spencer Creek watershed take shape in shallow rivulets high on 
the site forming more well-defined channels as they converge toward south and western 
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boundaries. Three levels of waterbody have been mapped at the site (Figure 4): prairie seeps 
which are shallow depressions in the topography where water collects seasonally but may or 
may not form surface flow; first-order headwaters, comprising very small channels that convey 
seasonal surface flows; and forested headwater channels, which are the two main seasonal 
channels through which the site’s surface water travels. All of the waterbodies on the site are 
intermittent, with soil/mud substrate. The northern headwater stream enters the site from 
sloping prairie grass cover to the east, funneling flow through two small channels. 
Approximately three feet wide and one foot deep where it enters the site, this .12-mile long 
channel converges near the western site boundary and becomes several feet wide and several 
feet deep. The other main channel on the site begins in the northeastern corner of the site and 
flows south, collecting runoff from numerous first-order headwater channels draining the 
surrounding slopes, and flows through a culvert under the BPA easement.                                                             
It then converges with another channel entering the property from the east, at which point it 
takes a southwestern turnand flows across the property, ultimately across the southern border 
and into Spencer Creek. 
 
Wetlands on the site are limited to a wet swale in the northernmost prairie, a wet seep in one of 
the central prairies, and wet prairie at the southern portion of the site. The first two areas are 
characterized by a mix of wet prairie and emergent plant species including sedges and rushes, 
and contain up to a few inches of standing water during the growing season, while the southern 
wet prairie is slightly drier and does not contain emergent vegetation.  
 

2.1.4 Geology and Soils 

Nearly the entire site is underlain by volcanic basalt and associated strata. The basalt flows and 
vocaniclastic sedimentary layers are part of the Little Butte Volcanics Formation of Oligocene-
early Miocene age (approximately 23-34 million years before present). Formations that comprise 
the Little Butte Volcanics series range throughout the western cascades, interfingering with 
marine sediments near Eugene.  At South Eugene Meadows, weathered basaltic rocks are 
exposed at the surface in places in prairies and on knolls in oak woodlands. The southwestern 
corner of the site associated with the headwater stream contains a small area mapped as fine-
grained alluvium of Quaternary age (recent) (Ma et al. 2009).  
 
The soils on the site are a mix of silty clay to cobbly loams (Table 1, Figure 6,). Most of the site is 
underlain by well-drained soils, with slight to very severe erodability depending on slope, and 
three of the soils (43C, 43E, and 113C) are considered ‘Farmland of statewide importance.’  
 
The prairies and savannas on the site are underlain by the Chehulpum silt loam, 3-12% slopes 
(28C), Dixonville-Philomath-Hazelair complex, 3-35% slopes (43C and 43E), and the Ritner 
cobbly silty clay loam, 2-30% slopes (113C and 113E). The Chehulpum is derived from 
sedimentary rocks, while the latter two formed on weathered basalt. These soils are found on 
foothills and toe slopes, and undeveloped areas are characterized by the suite of species 
observed on them at South Eugene Meadows: Oregon white oak, Douglas-fir, and ponderosa 
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pine (Pinus ponderosa var. ponderosa) interspersed with open areas, poison oak (Toxicodendron 
diversilobum), hazelnut (Corylus cornuta), bigleaf maple, and annual grasses. 
 
 

Table 1. Soils of South Eugene Meadows, Lane County, Oregon 

Map Unit 
Symbol 

Map Unit Name Acres Percent 
of Site 

Hydric Erodability

28C Chehulpum silt loam, 3-12% slopes 5.3 2.8 No Slight 
43C Dixonville-Philomath-Hazelair complex, 3-12% slopes 12.9 6.6 Partly Slight 
43E Dixonville-Philomath-Hazelair complex, 12-35% slopes 57.5 29.8 No Moderate 

102C Panther silty clay loam, 2-12 % slopes 10.7 5.5 Yes Slight 
113C Ritner cobbly silty clay loam, 2-12% slopes 24.9 12.8 No Slight 
113E Ritner cobbly silty clay loam, 12-30% slopes 26.4 13.6 No Moderate 
113G Ritner cobbly silty clay loam, 30-60% slopes 9.6 4.9 No Severe 
138E Witzel very cobbly loam, 3-30% slopes 19.1 9.9 No Moderate 
138G Witzel very cobbly loam, 30-75% slopes 27.4 14.1 No Very severe

Total 193.7 100%   
Source: USDA NRCS Web Based Soil Survey Interactive Mapping Tool (NRCS 2012). 
 
In general, these soils are moderately deep and well drained, with slow permeability, slow to 
moderate runoff, and an effective rooting depth and depth to bedrock of 20-40 inches (10-20 
inches for Chehulpum). The Dixonville-Philomath-Hazelair soils are susceptible to compaction 
and sloping on exposed cutbanks (NRCS 1987).  Erosion hazard off-trail following disturbance, 
on natural-surface roads, and suitability for log landings and roads on these soils are all ranked 
as moderate. Suitability of these soils for recreational trails is good to moderate (NRCS 2012).  
 
Oak woodland/forest, mixed, and conifer woodland/forest habitats at South Eugene Meadows 
are underlain by the Dixonville-Philomath-Hazelair complex, 3-35% slopes (43C and 43E), Ritner 
cobbly silty clay loam, 30-60% slopes (113G and 113E), and the Witzel very cobbly loam, 3-75% 
slopes (138E and 138G). The first two soils are described above. The Witzel soils occur on 
foothills and formed from igneous rock. At South Eugene Meadows, basalt cobbles can be 
found at the surface in many of the oak woodlands. Vegetation is similar to the soils listed for 
the prairies and savannas. Witzel soils have moderately slow permeability, medium to high rates 
of runoff depending slope, and an effective rooting depth and depth to bedrock of 12-20 inches 
(NRCS 1987). Due mainly to slope and depth to bedrock, these soils are generally rated as 
moderate to severe for erosion, roads, log landings, and recreational trails (NRCS 2012).  
 
The only hydric soil at the site is the Panther silty clay loam, 2-12% slopes, which is found in 
both of the main forested headwater stream areas on the site and also underlies the wet 
prairies. It is a deep, poorly drained soil found in swales and benches in Willamette Valley 
foothills. It formed from both sedimentary and igneous rocks, and at 40-60 inches below the 
surface, bedrock is deeper than for the other soils at South Eugene Meadows. These soils have 
very slow permeability and a seasonally high water table from December-April that is at a depth 
of approximately one foot. These soils are susceptible to compaction and to shrinking and  
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Figure 6. Soils 
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swelling due to high clay content (NRCS 1987). They are rated as moderate for erosion, roads, 
and log-landings (NRCS 2012) and require drainage if footpaths or roads are constructed upon 
them (NRCS 1987). 
 

2.1.5 Public Access, Maintenance Access, and Roads 

The site is in public ownership and is open to members of the public. However, there are 
currently no parking, trail, or wayfinding facilities, and the boundary of the park is only marked 
in a few key locations. Prior to development of such facilities, the City is recommending that 
members of the public refrain from using the site to prevent accidental trampling of sensitive 
plants or disturbing wildlife, getting lost, or accidental trespass onto neighboring properties. The 
City will occasionally offer guided tours of the property, to provide the public with opportunities 
to experience the site while ensuring that the site’s Conservation Values are protected. A Park 
Rules sign has been posted at Blanton Road, clearly stating allowed and prohibited uses of the 
site. 
 
Blanton Road and the intersections of the BPA easement with the east and west property lines 
provide three points of access to the site (Figure 4), however none of these options currently 
provides good public or maintenance access and each has practical limitations that must be 
addressed. Blanton Road is the primary site entrance in the short term for staff and guided 
tours, and will be the site of a small parking area when facilities are developed in the future. 
Lane County owns a narrow right-of-way between the paved road and the City’s property, 
including a drainage swale that funnels road runoff. As there are presently no parking facilities, 
ensuring safe ingress and egress from Blanton Road is challenging. Currently, the nearest public 
parking is at the Blanton Ridge park trail head, approximately one mile to the east of South 
Eugene Meadows on Blanton Road. 
 
Additionally, despite the short travel distance to habitat management areas, this entrance is not 
optimal for maintenance access as a visible path may give the impression to passers-by that the 
site is accessible for off-road vehicles. The City and County will need to work together to 
improve temporary access from this location. 
 
The BPA easement bisects the property in an east-west direction, providing opportunities to 
access the site’s interior via BPA’s existing maintenance roads. Several factors combine to make 
the east entrance desired over the west. The distance to Willamette Street, a major collector, is 
under one mile and it is only .5 mile to the paved surface of 52nd St., the grade is gentle nearly 
the entire length of the access, and the City could use right-of-way in City ownership or work 
with only one neighboring landowner to reach an access agreement. Under this scenario, it is 
likely that a small section of City access road (likely gravel) would need to be constructed near 
the property boundary where BPA’s road is exceedingly steep, but no other road would need to 
be constructed. In comparison, the west entrance to the site on the BPA easement is just over 
one mile to the paved surface of Lorane Highway, there is a stream crossing and a steep hill on 
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the route, and up to seven landowners would need to allow access. Achieving short- and longer-
term maintenance and restoration access is a high priority under this plan. 
 
Within the site, there are several historic unimproved roads in various conditions, likely used 
over the past several decades. These roads are minor and not visible on aerial photography, but 
when walking through the site they are frequently encountered. The City will use and maintain a 
subset of these routes as needed to accommodate access for restoration and management 
purposes.   
 
A perimeter fence marks the northwest and northeast property lines, areas along the western 
boundary and the entire southern boundary of the property. Old interior cross fences mainly 
along taxlot lines but also are present in some interior areas along historic property lines.  
Fences are generally constructed of steel posts with three strands of barbed wire; those along 
the north and south areas are newer and in good condition, while the western fence and interior 
fences are old, in disrepair, and largely on the ground.  
 

2.1.6 Fire Management 

Prairies, savannas, and open oak woodlands were maintained over millennia by native people in 
the Willamette Valley through the practice of frequent burning. Coupled with fires started from 
weather events, Willamette Valley plant systems and wildlife species evolved under a regime of 
regular, periodic fire, and are adapted to open conditions. Herbaceous communities were once 
widespread, and Douglas-fir woodlands remained in pockets on the landscape.  
 
Today, the Rivers to Ridges Partnership relies on controlled ecological burning as a restoration 
tool to protect valuable biological diversity in prairie and oak ecosystems. These habitats  
continue to require regular disturbance to preserve native species and to prevent conversion to 
a closed woodland or forest. Controlled ecological burns help keep fuel levels low at the 
wildland-urban interface, remove thatch and encroaching young woody vegetation, and restore 
ecosystem processes. The Rivers to Ridges partners have a well-developed controlled ecological 
burn program that is closely coordinated, permitted through the Lane Regional Air Pollution 
Authority and the City of Eugene, and provides wildland firefighting training to City, County, and 
Oregon Department of Forestry crews. 
 
There is no known recent history of fire on the South Eugene Meadows property. Review of 
historical aerial photographs shows the site with much more open conditions in 1943 than in 
subsequent years, and field assessments have revealed thatch buildup in prairie and oak 
savanna systems at the site. A controlled ecological burn would aid in removing thatch at the 
site, enhance conditions for populations of native species and fire-adapted prairie species 
including Oregon white oak, and help preserve the systems dominated by herbaceous 
vegetation.  
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The City has yet to implement a controlled ecological burn in the Ridgeline park system. Any 
controlled ecological burn considered at the site would require evaluation of ecological goals, 
defense of fire lines, identifying resources required for successfully implementing, managing, 
and following up after the action, smoke management, and protection of neighboring 
properties.  It would be carefully planned by assessing fuel loads and likely fire behavior, 
developing a detailed burn plan, and working closely with all fire and emergency management 
partners and the community well in advance.  
 
A key safety matter of very high priority is the prevention of unintentional wildland fire in all 
Ridgeline parks. Firebreaks will be maintained where appropriate to create a buffer between 
South Eugene Meadows and neighboring residential lots and forest lands. Additionally, by 
restoring prairie, savanna, and open oak woodland systems, the City will be significantly 
reducing fuel loads at the site as well as achieving conservation goals. 
 
 

 Site History 2.2

2.2.1 Historic Vegetation 

Original surveys of this area conducted in the 1850s by the General Land Office describe the 
vegetation at South Eugene Meadows primarily as Oregon white oak-California black oak-
ponderosa pine, with smaller areas of xeric upland prairie, scattered Douglas-fir-Oregon white 
oak-ponderosa pine woodland, and Douglas-fir woodland with bigleaf maple.  A map of historic 
Willamette Valley vegetation (Figure 7, Christy et al. 2009) shows over 90% of the site in 
grassland, primarily as savanna occurring in a large swath through the center of the site and in a 
lobe to the north. The surrounding area is mapped as prairie and savanna lands extending in all 
directions.  
 

2.2.2 Historic Land Use 

While there is not a detailed account of historic land use for South Eugene Meadows, review of 
historic aerial photos yields important insight into the recent site use over the past 70 years. 
Trees were present in the same locations as current conditions, although at lower density, 
suggesting open woodland conditions as opposed to closed canopied forest. Not surprisingly, 
the 1943 aerial photo shows more extensive prairies than today. Some reviewers have 
interpreted enough detail to suggest that the site was under a mow, graze, or pasture regime, 
extending in some configuration from 1943 through at least 1979 (Wu and Johnson, unpub. 
data 2011). By 1952, Blanton Road was built, a new home was constructed northeast of the site, 
and logging had occurred, primarily around the site but also extending into the site on the 
north-facing slope of the steep knob at the southeastern corner and along the central western 
edge. The BPA transmission line right-of-way was constructed in 1951, and clearing of the 
vegetation in the corridor is evident in the 1952 photo. The 1960 photo reveals additional  
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Figure 7. Pre-Settlement Vegetation  
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logging on the eastern slope of the knob located in the eastern-central portion of the site, and 
areas logged in the 1950s had begun to revegetate. By 1968, wooded areas in the northern 
portion of the site were more extensive and appear more dense than in 1943, and a small area 
at the western edge of the upper prairie may have been logged. 1979 coverage shows a network 
of trails in the northern prairie, some of which are still detectable on the site today. During this 
entire period, the landscape surrounding the site remained largely a mosaic of prairie and forest, 
and widely scattered residential development occurred only around Blanton Road. By 2004, 
forested areas expanded, prairie areas decreased considerably, and mowing and grazing 
activities appeared to have ceased. 
 
The property has been in the Meisen family for several decades. At some point in the late 1980s 
or early 1990s, Lane County required the addition of trees in the northern prairie in order for the 
land to continue to meet its forest land zoning, and Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine were 
planted. Ed Meisen, from whom the site was obtained, purchased it from his father and brother 
in the mid-1990s, and the land was rezoned as Marginal Lands in 1998. Initially following the  
purchase Mr. Meisen considered developing the land for rural residential housing, although his 
intent was always to preserve as much of the site’s oak habitat as possible via a conservation 
design. This option was formally explored in a master’s thesis by a landscape architecture 
student at the University of Oregon.  His research found that whether the property was 
developed using a progressive ‘conservation cluster’ design or in accordance with the existing 
marginal lands zoning, approximately 15-23% of the site’s oak habitat would be directly 
impacted, with additional impacts to grassland, shrubs, and deciduous and coniferous forest. 
While the conservation cluster design resulted in lower overall site impacts, Mr. Meisen did not 
opt to move forward with development (Ruggiero 2003).  
 

2.2.3 Recent Habitat Management 

The Forest Restoration Partnership, a non-profit forest management organization, worked with 
Mr. Meisen and secured a grant via the Landowner Incentive Program (funded by the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service and administered locally by the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife) to 
control invasive species and restore oak habitat by removing conifers. Control of Scotch broom 
(Cytisus scoparius) and Himalaya blackberry (Rubus armeniacus) was initiated in 2007. Small 
saplings of Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine that had been planted into prairie areas were 
masticated that same year using brush-mowing equipment, to help restore grassland vegetation 
structure. These actions benefitted small areas of prairie and savanna understory, and decreased 
the abundance of invasive species. Unfortunately, the grant work was never completed. Scotch 
broom is still abundant in pockets at the site and requires a few more years of treatment to 
remove dense patches, and all of the oak release and woodland restoration work remains to be 
completed.  
 
From 2007 until the City’s acquisition of the site in 2012, the only known habitat management 
consisted of Mr. Meisen occasionally visiting the site and hand pulling  young Scotch broom 
plants.  
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 Cultural Resources 2.3

The State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) will be contacted for a review of potential historic 
or cultural sites present in the project area if a project disturbing the soil is planned. Given the 
setting of South Eugene Meadows in this area of the south Willamette Valley, it is possible that 
areas of the site were used by native peoples. In the event that any cultural material is 
encountered during project activities, the project will be put on hold, and a qualified 
archeologist will be contacted to evaluate the discovery. 
 
 

 Legal Restrictions and Zoning 2.4

2.4.1 Conservation Values 

The City entered into a conservation agreement with the United States of America (Bonneville 
Power Administration) and the State of Oregon (Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board) based 
on the Conservation Values associated with the property at the time of purchase. As stated 
therein, the property’s Conservation Values include, but are not limited to:   

• Native ecological systems or Priority Habitats including western Oregon upland prairie, 
wet prairie, oak savanna, oak woodland, and riparian forest;  

• The headwaters of Spencer Creek, contributing to water quality and healthy watershed 
function;  

• At-risk plant communities: Roemer’s fescue valley prairie, white oak/poison oak/blue wild 
rye, and white oak-black oak/poison oak; 

• Habitat for native, at-risk species including Kincaid’s lupine, spurred lupine, Hitchcock’s 
blue-eyed grass, Roemer’s fescue, white-breasted nuthatch and Western gray squirrel;  

• Connectivity to nearby large blocks of native, forest, oak, and prairie habitat that are part 
of the regionally protected network of lands in the West Eugene Wetlands and the 
Ridgeline park system; and 

• All relevant features of the Property documented in the Baseline Inventory 
Documentation report dated August 23, 2011 (Appendix 2). 

 

2.4.2 OWEB/BPA Conservation Easement 

The conservation easement between the City and OWEB and BPA was entered into on 
December 5, 2011 as part of the legal transactions associated with the property acquisition. The 
conservation easement was deeded by the City to OWEB and BPA in perpetuity, for the purpose 
of protecting the Conservation Values associated with the site. Permitted and prohibited uses 
that have  relevance for short- and long-term actions recommended under this management 
plan are summarized below (the official easement is on file with the City’s Parks and Open Space 
Division):   
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Permitted Uses: The City: 

 Shall preserve and protect the Conservation Values of the Property in perpetuity;  
 Shall develop a Management Plan consistent with OWEB’s guidelines and BPA’s 

obligations under the Northwest Power Act and Endangered Species Act that includes 
plans for restoring the property, will not impair any of the Conservation Values, and will 
fully protect the Conservation Values in perpetuity; 

 May remove vegetation for the purposes of weed control, removal of danger trees, 
enhancement of native habitats, and removal of obstructions to roads and trails; 

 May alter water courses and wetlands solely for the purpose of their restoration; 
 May maintain existing roads and use off-road vehicles to allow preservation of the 

Conservation Values and facilitate implementation of activities approved in the 
Management Plan;  

 May use or authorize the public use of the property for enhancement, monitoring, 
recreational, and educational uses that do not impair the Conservation Values; 

 May install signage displaying the City’s name, the area covered by the Conservation 
Easement, prohibitions or unauthorized uses, wayfinding information, public access rules, 
and educational content consistent with the Conservation Values; 

 May install wildlife-friendly boundary fences, gates or other barriers as needed to prevent 
unauthorized vehicle access into the site, or temporary fences for the protection of trees 
and vegetation; 

 May alter the ground surface and construct a modest network of soft-surface trails similar 
in character to Eugene’s Ridgeline Trail System to accommodate public use of the 
Property, including a small parking area, restroom, kiosks, benches, and wayfinding 
signage; 

 May allow bicycles on existing roads, designated trails, and as described in the 
Management Plan; 

 May sell wood products generated in the process of protecting and preserving the 
Conservation Values, if the proceeds are used to protect or enhance the Property; 

 May use fertilizers, herbicides, and pesticides in accordance with this Management Plan 
and under proper application according to manufacturer instructions and all applicable 
laws, rules, and permits; 

 May sell Ecosystem Services Credits generated from the enhancement of the Conservation 
Values beyond the baseline documentation; and 

 May sell, exchange, or otherwise convey its interest in the property, pursuant to easement 
stipulations. 
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Prohibited Uses: The following uses are strictly prohibited on the property except as described 
above or as permitted upon approval of this Management Plan: 
 Trespassing; 
 Division, partition, subdivision, or de facto subdivision; 
 All residential, commercial, or industrial uses of the property with the exception of BPA’s 

continued operation of high voltage electric lines; 
 Construction of buildings, structures, fences, roads, and parking lots; 
 Vegetation alteration not consistent with protection of the Conservation Values or this 

Management Plan;  
 Any mining, quarry, gravel extraction, grading, excavation, or alteration of the land surface;  
 Dumping; 
 Alteration of natural watercourses; 
 Off-road vehicle or bicycle use; 
 Release of hazardous materials or substances; 
 Erecting any billboard or sign; 
 Allowing domestic, exotic, or farm animals upon the site; 
 Excavation, injury, destruction, removal, or alteration of cultural resources without a permit; 

and 
 Any activity that is out of compliance with federal, state, or local laws or regulations; and  
 Granting or permitting liens, easements, or property interests that would be inconsistent 

with the protection of the Conservation Values. 
 

2.4.3 OWEB Grant Agreement 

In addition to the Conservation Easement, the City entered into a Watershed Acquisition Grant 
Agreement with OWEB on November 30, 2011. The grant agreement includes a set of conditions 
the City agrees to follow: 
 
In exchange for the grant funds provided by OWEB, the City (Grantee) shall: 
 Install signage that states the Property is protected for the benefit of fish and wildlife, and 

that OWEB provided funding for the acquisition; 

 Provide notice on any technical, educational, or informational material pertaining to the 
project that funding was provided by OWEB; 

 Provide written confirmation from Lane County to OWEB that the acquisition and use of 
the Property for the Conservation Purpose is compatible with and allowed by applicable 
provisions of the Lane County Comprehensive Plan and land use regulations; 

 Convey a Conservation Easement to OWEB for the entirety of the Property; 
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 Not use, or knowingly allow the Property to be used, in a manner inconsistent with the 
Grant Agreement; 

 Not sell, lease, exchange, or otherwise dispose of the Property without prior written 
approval from OWEB; 

 Develop a management plan consistent with OWEB’s guidelines which addresses all issues 
related to the management and protection of the property’s Conservation Values; 

 Allow OWEB members and their representatives access to the Property to monitor or 
evaluate the project; 

 Submit a brief report to OWEB’s project manager describing the use and management of 
the Property, how the management is improving the Conservation Values, and certifying 
the use of the Property is consistent with the Grant Agreement by January 1, 2017, 2022, 
2027, and 2032; 

 Provide access to OWEB of all records related to this Agreement for the purpose of audits 
and examinations, allow OWEB or other state representatives to perform site reviews of 
delivered services, and maintain records for a minimum of three years following the 
termination or expiration of this agreement (2032); 

 Document the expenditure of all OWEB funds disbursed under the Grant Agreement; 

 Not assign or transfer interest in the Grant Agreement without prior written approval from 
OWEB; and 

 Comply with all federal, state, and local laws, regulations, executive orders and orders 
applicable to the Grant Agreement or the project. 

 

2.4.4 Zoning 

Three different zoning classifications are assigned to different areas of the property by Lane 
County (Figure 3). The 2 acres nearest Blanton Road are zoned RR10, Rural Residential; the 
remaining 31 acres of the northern quarter (approximate) of the property is zoned F2, Impacted 
Forest Lands; and the large block of 160 acres forming the ‘square’ southern portion of the 
property is zoned Marginal Lands. Regardless of zoning designation, all lands on the South 
Eugene Meadows site are currently in forestry/natural land use and will remain that way under 
this Management Plan. 
 
Rural Residential zones implement the Lane County Rural Comprehensive Plan as it applies to 
developed and committed lands by promoting “a compatible and safe rural residential living 
environment by limiting allowed uses and development to primary and accessory rural 
residential uses and to other rural uses compatible with rural residential uses and the uses of 
nearby lands.” This classification also puts in place protections for riparian vegetation along 
Class 1 streams. RR-10 zoning specifically designates new lots or parcels be a minimum of 10 
acres in size.   
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Impacted Forest Lands are designated for implementation of the forest land policies of the Lane 
County Rural Comprehensive Plan and the forest land policies of the Eugene/Springfield Metro 
Area General Plan, and for conservation of forest land for uses consistent with Statewide 
Planning Goal 4, OAR 660-006 and ORS 215.700-755. These lands require an 80-acre minimum 
size for new lots or parcels, a 10-foot setback from property lines, a 130-foot minimum firebreak 
(primary 30 feet and secondary 100 feet), and a riparian setback of 100 feet from the ordinary 
high water mark. Firebreaks are required around all structures.  
 
Marginal Lands zoning has less restrictive farm and forest zoning to provide rural landowners 
with opportunities to “conduct intensive or part-time farm or forest operations.” This 
classification is applied in accordance with the County Rural Comprehensive Plan, and allows 
land division into lots that are a minimum of 10 acres if they are not adjacent to land zoned as 
Exclusive Farm Use, Nonimpacted Forest Land, or Impacted Forest Land, as well as division into 
lots that are a minimum of 20 acres or more if the lots or parcels are adjacent to such lands. In 
addition, a parcel of any size may be allowed that accommodates certain non-residential 
facilities, including parks. The setback on riparian areas is 100 feet in Marginal Lands areas. 
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 Conservation Priorities 3

The City’s management intent at South Eugene Meadows is to protect the site’s Conservation 
Values, by restoring and managing regionally rare imperiled prairie, Oregon white oak savanna, 
and oak woodland systems (Table 2), and maintaining suitable habitat conditions for associated 
rare, uncommon, or declining plant and wildlife species. The priority placed on these 
conservation targets in this management plan is directly associated with OWEB and Oregon 
Conservation Strategy (2006) identification of specific habitats and species requiring protection 
and restoration and the terms of the conservation easement held by OWEB/BPA for the site. 
 
Approximately 86 acres (45%) of the site currently supports prairie, savanna, or oak woodland 
habitats, although almost all of this acreage is highly degraded by invasive herbaceous species, 
woody vegetation, or conifer encroachment. Despite impacts, these habitats still support 
numerous plant and animal species which depend on prairie and/or oak systems for part or all 
of their life cycle needs, and whose populations in the Willamette Valley are declining or have 
already become rare, primarily  due to habitat loss. To determine the priority conservation 
habitats and species that will drive management  emphasis under this plan, we compiled lists of 
priority habitats  and communities (OWEB, Oregon Conservation Strategy, USFWS, TNC 
Synthesis Project) as well as lists of focal conservation species identified by multiple interagency 
planning efforts as conservation targets (USFWS, ODFW listed and Oregon Conservation 
Strategy species, ODA, Willamette Restoration Initiative, OWEB, ORBIC, PIF, NPSO). We then 
organized the species by the habitats in which they might occur, as well as identified those that 
have been documented to date at South Eugene Meadows (Appendix 3).   
 
In addition to historic impacts, future climate changes are anticipated to affect the Willamette 
Valley over the next 50-100 years. In the southern Willamette Valley, annual average 
temperatures are expected to increase 2-4 °F  (1.1-2.2 °C) or more by 2050, with greater 
increases in summer temperatures (4-6°F [2.2-3.3 °C] on average) (Doppelt et al. 2009). 
Precipitation predictions are less consistent, however less precipitation is expected during 
spring, summer and fall, while a small increase is possible in winter months. With regard to 
disturbance, little change is expected in wildfire frequency due to suppression, but the region 
may experience more frequent flooding due to increased storm events (Doppelt et al. 2009). In 
grassland habitats of the Willamette Valley, climate change may result in higher winter and 
spring water levels, increase spring flooding events, and prolong a noticeably warmer summer 
drought period.  
 
Due to the position of South Eugene Meadows near the crest of the ridgeline landform, and the 
mostly dry nature of the site, the most likely effects to the site’s grassland habitats and species 
will be from a longer and warmer summer period. Two recent modeling studies using 
NatureServe’s Climate Change Vulnerability Index have investigated the climate vulnerability of 
Willamette Valley prairie plant and butterfly species (Kaye et al. 2012) and Oregon Conservation 
Strategy species (Steel et al. 2011). These efforts generally found grassland plants and 
butterflies, including rare and listed species, to be moderately to highly vulnerable to predicted 
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climate change, and terrestrial wildlife species to be stable to moderately vulnerable (Kaye et al. 
2012, Steel et al. 2011). However, non-climate related impacts were deemed to be greater 
threats to priority conservation species in the near-term (Steel et al. 2011), which applies to the 
timeframe of this management plan.  
 

 Plant Communities  3.1

Grasslands 
 
Upland and Wet Prairie and Herbaceous Balds 
System description 

Upland prairie is a perennial grass- and forb-dominated community typically found on well-
drained valley soils.  In the Willamette Valley most of these sites were historically maintained in 
an open condition by periodic fires, which prevented establishment of woody vegetation.  
Without fire, native and non-native woody vegetation and trees encroach, displacing both 
typical and rare prairie species and fundamentally changing the grassland nature of the habitat. 
Agricultural use (cultivation and grazing) in the recent past has contributed to the loss of native 
species diversity and supported development of a heavily grass-dominated community. The 
Oregon Conservation Strategy identifies land use conversion, land management conflicts 
(grazing), invasive species, loss of habitat connectivity, and altered fire regimes as limiting 
factors in upland prairie (grassland) habitats. 
 
Wet prairie is similar in nature to upland prairie in terms of herbaceous vegetation dominance 
and threats, with the key difference being that it occurs on  seasonally poorly drained lowland 
and valley soils, typically with high clay content. The hydrology of wet prairie leads it to be 
characterized by a different suite of dominant forbs and grasses.  Willamette Valley wet prairie is 
typically dominated by bunchgrasses including tufted hair grass (Deschampsia cespitosa), and 
historically also supported a diverse array of native forb species, many of which occur today in 
limited distribution or low frequency.  
 
 
Current extent and status on the site 

Upland prairie is currently one of the most extensive habitats at South Eugene Meadows,  
present on 45.4 acres (23%) of the site. It occurs on south-facing slopes with shallow soils, 
largely in the southern 160 acre ‘block’ of the site.  The herbaceous vegetation in the prairies is 
generally in poor condition and nearly all of the prairies on the site have lost any original 
diversity and cover of native forbs they may have contained. This is a common phenomenon in 
Willamette Valley prairies which have a history of agriculture or grazing, and which accumulate a 
significant amount of thatch in the absence of fire. However, in some areas on shallow soils 
where grasses are less competitive, remnant pockets of native prairie diversity provide a window 
to the historic forb diversity. Spurred lupine, broadpetal strawberry (Fragaria virginiana ssp. 
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Table 2. Priority Conservation Habitats and Species 

Ecological Systems 
Nested Species /  

Plant Associations 
Current 

Condition 
Comments 

Grasslands:  
Upland Prairie,  Herbaceous 
Balds, Wet Prairie, and Oak 
Savanna  

 Grassland nesting birds:  
   Oregon vesper sparrow, western 

meadowlark  
 
 Oak-associated cavity nesters:  
   White-breasted nuthatch (Slender-billed) 
 
 Kincaid’s lupine and spurred lupine 
 Hitchcock’s blue-eyed grass 
 Roemer’s fescue valley prairie 
 White oak/poison oak/blue wild rye 

Poor / Fair 

 
Poor: for herbaceous layer composition, extent of 
system on site as compared to pre-settlement 
mapping 
 
Fair:  for grassland structure and oak tree 
morphology.  
 
Potential future nested targets not presently 
confirmed at site: Fender’s blue butterfly, thin-
leaved peavine, Willamette daisy, white 
oak/Roemer’s fescue savanna; California oatgrass 
valley grassland 

Oak Woodland 

 Chipping Sparrow 
 White-breasted nuthatch 
 Western gray squirrel 
 
 White oak-black oak/poison oak 

Poor to Fair 

Poor to Fair: for herbaceous layer composition  
 
Fair: for canopy structure. 
 
 

Forested Headwater Streams 

 Western gray squirrel 
 
 Tall bugbane 
 Wayside aster 

Fair to Good 

Fair to Good for herbaceous layer composition 
and canopy structure. 
 
Potential additional targets not presently 
confirmed at site: Northern red-legged frog, bats 
 

Ranking range = poor, fair, good, very good 
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platypetela), rosy checkermallow (Sidalcea malviflora ssp. virgata), Tolmie’s cats-ear (Calochortus 
tolmeii), two-color lupine (Lupinus bicolor) and tarweeds (Madia spp.) can all be found in isolated 
spots on the site. At the site’s entrance on Blanton Road, a high-quality prairie is flush with 
native forbs, including patches of sea blush (Plectritis congesta), wooly mule’s ears (Wyethia 
angustifolia) and barestem lomatium (Lomatium nudicaule), with smaller amounts of species 
such as great camas (Camassia leichtlinii), Menzie’s larkspur (Delphinium menzeisii) and Oregon 
sunshine (Eriophyllum lanatum var. lanatum). These species are generally no longer found in this 
abundance in similar areas of the Ridgeline, underscoring the importance of this small area of 
prairie on the landscape. The southernmost prairie on the site hosts seepy areas of very shallow 
soils, with patches of species such as grassland saxifrage (Saxifraga integrifolia). 
 
Unfortunately, nearly all prairie acreage on the site is dominated by a typical host of  non-native 
grasses, including tall fescue (Schedonorus phoenix), tall oatgrass (Arrhenatherum elatius ssp. 
bulbosum), bromes (Bromus spp.), and annuals such as hedgehog dogtail (Cynosurus echinatus) 
and medusa-head (Taeniatherum caput-medusae). Several invasive forb species also occur, 
including ox-eye daisy (Leucanthemum vulgare), Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense), and Queen 
Anne’s lace (Daucus carota).  Native shrub encroachment is not currently a significant threat in 
the prairies on the site, likely due to shallow soils, although poison oak is invading some small 
localized areas. The invasive Scotch broom represents a great threat to long-term prairie quality 
and occurs in patches throughout the site, often in areas occupied by spurred lupine. Occasional 
English hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna) trees are present, and many planted Douglas-fir trees 
are thriving in the central portion of the site, slowly expanding and converting the understory 
around them by heavy shading. ponderosa pine originally planted with the Douglas-fir are less 
abundant, but present in prairie areas. 
 
Wet prairie occupies a very small proportion of South Eugene Meadows, generally due to the 
landscape setting and minimal distribution of hydric soils at the site. Although only 1.1 acres (<1 
%) of the site are mapped as wet prairie, this small area adds to the plant diversity of the 
property, including hosting Hitchcock’s blue-eyed grass (Sisyrinchium hitchockii). This species 
also occurs in the northern prairie near Blanton Road. 
 
 

Oak Savanna   
System description 

Willamette Valley oak savanna is defined by widely spaced Oregon white oaks, typically 1-5 
trees per acre, with a grass/forb dominated understory.  Total canopy cover is between 5 and 
30%.  Although often described as a “prairie with trees,” intact savanna herbaceous composition 
differs overall from true prairie as some species prefer the partial shade provided by savanna to 
the full sun conditions of a prairie. In the absence of fire or other active management, in the 
Willamette Valley this habitat is often quickly overtaken by Douglas-fir, and in some cases by 
dense stands of very small diameter oaks. This leads first to the loss of herbaceous species and 
eventually the loss of the open-grown oaks themselves, due to shading.  Other threats from a 
lack of active management may include build-up of grass thatch that may inhibit reproduction 
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by seed, especially of key forb species, and altered nutrient cycles.  Savannas are also just as 
susceptible as prairies to invasion by non-native plant species, including shrubs such as 
Himalaya blackberry and Scotch broom as well as a common suite of invasive grasses and 
annual and perennial forbs which have  also replaced native species on most Willamette Valley 
prairies. The Oregon Conservation Strategy identifies land use conversion, land management 
conflicts (grazing), invasive species, loss of habitat complexity, loss of habitat connectivity, and 
altered fire regimes as limiting factors in oak savanna (grassland) habitats. 

 

Current extent and status on the site 

Oak savanna is not as abundant as prairie at South Eugene Meadows, occurring on 15.5 acres, or 
about 8% of the site. Trees are somewhat clustered and separated by very open conditions, 
rather than uniformly scattered across the land. In the southern oak savanna below the power 
lines, trees are mainly associated with drainage features. Oregon white oak is the predominant 
species in remaining savanna habitats, with little representation by other tree species (excepting 
the planted Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine). The white oaks take a form reflecting the shallow 
soils upon which they are growing; rather than very large diameter boles, tall trees, and wide 
mushroom-shaped canopies, these trees have fewer main limbs, are generally 30-40 feet tall, 
and of moderate diameter. California black oaks (Quercus kelloggii) are present in savanna 
toward the center of the site, just north of the power line right-of-way. Oak regeneration is 
occurring in savanna habitats, as evidenced by occasional sapling-sized trees.  The canopy trees 
are generally in good condition, however the savanna understory is in poor condition, having 
low abundance of native grasses and forbs, and is dominated by non-native grass. Scotch 
broom, problematic in prairies, is also an issue in the site’s northern-most savanna, and English 
hawthorn is invading all of the site’s savannas.  
 
 

Oak woodland/forest  
System description 
Woodland is characterized by a partially open to mostly closed canopy (30%-60% cover), while 
forest ranges from mostly closed canopy to dense canopy (>60%-100% cover). Oak woodlands 
are dominated by oaks, and may have deciduous and coniferous subdominants. Canopy 
morphology for the oaks is more typically “vase-shaped” reflecting the closer proximity of other 
trees as opposed to savanna conditions. The woodland understory often has higher shrub cover 
than the herbaceous-dominated understory of typical savanna, and open forests may as well.  
Snowberry (Symphoricarpos albus var. laevigatus), poison oak, and sword fern (Polystichum 
munitum) are common. Without fire or other active management the canopy in this habitat 
frequently becomes dominated by Douglas-fir, in many places to the exclusion of oak and pine. 
Invasion of the understory can occur, with typical species including Armenian blackberry and 
more recently shining geranium (Geranium lucidum).  The Oregon Conservation Strategy 
identifies fire suppression, Douglas-fir encroachment, land use conversion, habitat loss, loss of 
habitat structure, and invasive species as limiting factors in oak woodland habitats. 
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Current extent and status on the site 
Current acreage of oak woodland at South Eugene Meadows is approximately 24.1 acres (12.5%) 
of the site. Oak woodlands are found on gentle knolls, with small areas of rock exposed at the 
surface. One exception is the woodland at the top of the eastern knob, which extends down the 
steeply sloping southern face to the power line right-of-way, where California fescue (Festuca 
californica) is found. Oregon white oak is the dominant species. Overall, oaks in the woodland 
areas are similar or smaller in diameter to savanna oaks of the site, with smaller canopies. In a 
few areas, 20-30” diameter oaks can be identified as ‘pre-settlement’ trees (E. Alverson, pers. 
comm.). Oak woodlands have a moderate degree of canopy closure, and in a few locations host 
a fairly high-quality remnant understory, with baby blue-eyes (Nemophila menzeisii), balsamroot 
(Balsamorrhiza deltoidea), and checkermallow being examples of native forbs present. The oak 
woodland on the east knob hosts one of the spurred lupine populations, in addition to 
balsamroot and other natives. Without formal assessment, tree health in the oak woodlands can 
be described as fair to good, with acceptable spacing between trees and generally healthy 
canopies. In contrast, Douglas-fir has invaded in many oak woodlands on the site, and these 
patches are currently mapped as mixed oak/fir woodland and forest, occupying a total of 54 
acres (28% of the site). Big-leaf maple is also present as a subdominant in these areas, and 
Pacific madrone is found on some south-facing slopes. Mixed oak/fir woodlands and forests 
have a much poorer understory, with extensive shining geranium throughout much of the 
acreage. Nevertheless, woodland species such as  candyflower (Claytonia sibirica), 
houndstongue (Cynoglossum grande), disappointing buttercup (Ranunculus uncinatus), Oregon 
fawn-lily (Erythronium oreganum) and Pacific snakeroot (Sanicula crassicaulis ssp. crassicaulis) 
are all present, even locally abundant in some spots. Oak canopy health in these stands is 
compromised, sometimes severely. Where oaks are present at the edges of stands or Douglas-fir 
are younger (30-50 years old), and they oaks are still receiving partial to ample light, they are 
retaining large limbs and canopies appear fuller. Toward the interior of stands with older 
Douglas-fir invasion, oaks are heavily suppressed, exhibiting greatly reduced canopies, and have 
dropped major limbs.  

  

Forested Headwater Streams  

Current extent and status on the site 
While not a typically described ecosystem per se, forested headwater streams are a critically 
important component of the site’s Conservation Values. Mapped as headwater streams (Figure 
4), the small channels at South Eugene Meadows function at the highest level of the watershed 
to collect surface runoff and convey seasonal flows into higher-order waterways. The lower 
stream is identified as a Class 1 waterway by ODFW, and forms part of the uppermost 
headwaters of Spencer Creek. Due to the intermittence, low volume, and narrow channels 
associated with both of the waterways running through the site, they don’t host riparian 
shrublands or riparian gallery forests; rather they are nestled within the predominant terrestrial 
forest cover. However, 5.4 acres (2 %) of the site is sufficiently wet to be considered riparian 
forest. The presence of this habitat adds greatly to the biological diversity of the site, supporting 
hydrophytic species and riparian-associated species such as Oregon ash (Fraxinus latifolius) in 
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the canopy. These waterways provide an important water source for wildlife including mammals 
and amphibians, and the forested canopy keeps water temperatures low, benefitting native in-
stream species. 
 

 Other Vegetation found on the Site 3.2

In addition to the primary systems that are the focus of the Conservation Values, the property 
contains areas of conifer woodland and forest dominated by Douglas-fir. Though not 
conservation targets due to their abundance on the regional landscape, the presence of these 
forest types provides habitat for different suites of plant and wildlife species than the oak and 
riparian woodlands and forests.   
 
Conifer Woodland/Forest 
System description 

Historically a small component of oak woodlands, Douglas-fir has greatly expanded its extent on 
the valley floor in the absence of regular fire. In stands that were historically oak savanna or 
woodland (i.e., mixed hardwood-conifer stands), it is common to see heavily suppressed or dead 
oaks located well into the interior of the stand that have dropped limbs and bark. Douglas-fir is 
usually the dominant species, with other conifers and often big-leaf maple as subdominants. 
Conifer and mixed hardwood-conifer woodland/forests have varying degrees of subcanopy, 
shrub, and herbaceous cover depending on the amount of light reaching the lower levels of the 
forest. Occasionally, remnant grasses and forbs can be found, heavily suppressed and not 
flowering, indicating a change from past conditions. 
 
Current extent and status on the site 
Douglas-fir is by far the dominant species present in conifer woodlands and forests at South 
Eugene Meadows, with grand fir (Abies grandis) and incense cedar (Calocedrus decurrens) 
occurring occasionally, and with big-leaf maple as the most common sub-dominant. This 
community appears to have always been present at this site in limited distribution, and is visible 
on historic aerial photos. Aerial photos from the mid-1900s onward reveal that the Douglas-fir 
forests have been logged at the site, at the earliest in the 1960s. Although not a conservation 
target due to its widespread extent in the valley, coniferous forest adds a different habitat 
element to the site, supporting species such as Western gray squirrel and a variety of bird 
species, including Pileated Woodpecker. In interior areas where conifers have been established 
and/or dominant for at least 50 years, any historic oak trees and understory vegetation are 
generally no longer present or viable. Such areas still require management, as they are 
becoming overstocked and are too dense to support healthy trees in some locations.  
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 Species  3.3

A few key plant and animal species have been selected as focal conservation targets for the site; 
some are identified specifically under the site’s Conservation Values in the conservation 
easement and others were determined likely to benefit from restoration or enhancement of the 
site’s ecosystems. The habitat requirements of the target species are similar to those of other 
species of conservation need, and as such they can be loosely viewed as ‘umbrella’ species for a 
much larger suite of flora and fauna dependent on prairie and oak ecosystems or found in 
headwater forests. Not all of the focal species are present on the site currently, and they are not 
intended to be introduced under this plan, but could be considered in the future.  
 
To objectively select focal species, several factors were considered, namely: identified in regional 
conservation plans; rareness; identified in Conservation Values; presence on the site; presence 
nearby; and suitability of site habitat features (present or restorable) to the species’ biological 
needs. Beginning with the list of species in Appendix 3, each species was qualitatively evaluated 
according to the factors to develop the list below.  
 

3.3.1 Plants 

Two separate biological inventories of the site have been conducted over the last several years, 
both by Salix Associates. Rare plant surveys in prairie, savanna, and woodland were completed in 
2007, prior to the invasive species control efforts that occurred under the LIP grant (Section 
2.2.3). A more comprehensive inventory was completed in 2010 to develop a plant species list 
for the entire site, with timing optimized to also opportunistically record any observations of key 
bird species and pollinators (Appendix 4). 2007 site visits occurred in April and June, timed with 
the flowering phenology of specific rare plants with suitable habitat at the site, and the 2010 
surveys were conducted between June-August. The surveys used a combination of targeting 
specific habitats where priority conservation species were anticipated to occur, and the intuitive-
meander method where the biologist traverses the site moving between areas of likely high-
quality, while documenting all species observed along the way. A total of 272 vascular plant 
species were documented at the site, of which 65% are native and 35% are non-native (Salix 
Associates 2010). Locations of rare target flora are well-documented (Figure 8), aiding in 
prioritizing management where they occur and facilitating their protection during restoration 
and enhancement actions. The site’s species list will be continually added to and revised as new 
species are found in the future.  
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Figure 8. Rare Plant Locations   
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Kincaid’s lupine and spurred lupine 
Both Kincaid’s lupine and spurred lupine are documented larval hosts of federally endangered 
Fender’s blue butterflies (and other butterfly species).  At South Eugene Meadows, all but one 
patch of lupines are spurred lupine; the patch located under the BPA power lines has been 
identified as Kincaid’s lupine.  The two lupines are known to frequently hybridize in the 
Willamette Valley (P. Severns pers. comm.).   
 
Kincaid’s lupine is listed by both federal and state entities as Threatened.  Spurred lupine has no 
listing status.  Critical Habitat is designated for Kincaid’s lupine, but the nearest designated area 
is nearly 3 miles to the northwest, on property owned by The Nature Conservancy.  Kincaid’s 
lupine is addressed in the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s Recovery Plan for Prairie Species of 
Western Oregon and Southwest Washington (USFWS 2010), and is identified as a Strategy 
Species for the Willamette Valley in the Oregon Conservation Strategy (ODFW 2006). The 
Strategy lists limiting factors for Kincaid’s lupine as habitat loss from urbanization and 
agriculture, invasive plant species, elimination of disturbance regimes, inbreeding depression, 
and road construction and maintenance affecting remnant habitats. It recommends prairie 
restoration, limiting future road-related impacts, surveying for new popoulations, and long-term 
demographic studies as conservation actions.  
 
Both lupine species are herbaceous perennials.  At South Eugene Meadows they are found in 
prairie locations where they persist in two conditions; upland prairie and rocky oak savanna. In 
upland prairie settings they are found within a matrix of non-native grasses, with what appear to 
be greater numbers in shallower soil areas where the grass is not as dense. They are also found 
in oak areas with moderate shade and rocks expressed at the surface; although it must be noted 
that in 2010 the oaks were removed from the area around the Kincaid’s lupine (approx. 80 
plants) that were growing in this setting under the BPA power lines and are now in full sun. 
Recruitment in settings such as these can be greatly affected by low seed production in hybrid 
lupines (Liston in Salix Associates 2005), low germination and/or germinant survival in the matrix 
of non-native grasses surrounding nearly all of the plants, absence of pollinators because of lack 
of pollinator habitat elements, or some of these conditions in combination. Furthermore, the 
Kincaid’s lupine population is directly threatened by dense poison oak, encroaching meadow 
knapweed (Centaurea pratensis), and the slash remaining from the oak removal. Developing a 
plan to protect this patch and improve localized habitat quality, working with BPA, is a priority. 
 
 
Hitchock’s blue-eyed grass 
Hitchcock’s blue-eyed grass is a species of concern for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and is 
one of the species addressed by the 2010 prairie species recovery plan (USFWS 2010). It is found 
in valley grasslands and oak savannas in the Willamette Valley, where like other grassland 
species it is threatened by habitat loss and conversion to other uses. It is a perennial forb, 
blooming mid-May to July, and is pollinated by solitary bees (Henderson 1976 in USFWS 2010). 
Nearly all documented occurrences in the Willamette Valley are in the Eugene area. 
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Rare plant surveys at South Eugene Meadows have documented several individuals of this 
species in the prairie along Blanton Road, and also in the area mapped as wet prairie on the 
south portion of the site.  
 
Roemer’s fescue  
Roemer’s fescue (Festuca roemeri) is one of the key native bunchgrass species characterizing 
northwest prairies and savannas (Apostol and Sinclair 2006), and is only found west of the 
Cascade and northern Sierra Nevada mountains. In the Willamette Valley, with the loss of these 
habitats overall, Roemer’s fescue populations have become small and isolated (Wilson et al. 
2008). This perennial grass prefers well-drained soils, and full sun to partial shade conditions. It 
is a fine-leaved, C3 bunchgrass, characterized by a basal tuft  with a distinctive blue-green color. 
Roemer’s fescue is a slow-growing, outcrossing perennial; individual plants may be long-lived 
and survive for decades.  
 
Roemer’s fescue is often found in very small patches of only a few plants to small populations of 
hundreds of plants on Ridgeline properties in City ownership. It also occurs on nearby partner 
lands in the West Eugene Wetlands and Howard Buford Recreation Area, but is not widespread. 
Restoring Roemer’s fescue to upland prairies and savannas is a goal of many entities involved in 
conservation of upland prairies in the area, and is also a goal under this plan. Roemer’s fescue is 
nearly identical to red fescue (Festuca rubra), making positive seed collection difficult. 
Furthermore, this species has received much attention from local researchers and land managers 
interested in restoring it to the landscape; the issue of local genotype has received a great deal 
of consideration in the southern Willamette Valley, and is evaluated on a project-by-project 
basis. A local seed source for Roemer’s fescue is available via the Rivers to Ridges partnership, 
and will be utilized at South Eugene Meadows. 
 
Tall bugbane 
Tall bugbane (Cimicifuga elata var. elata) is a candidate species for listing in Oregon. It is a 
moderate-sized herbaceous perennial found in coniferous forests from British Columbia to 
southern Oregon; its range in Oregon is limited to the Willamette Valley, east slopes of the 
Coast Range, and western slopes of the Cascades up to 5600 feet (Oregon Flora Project 2002). 
Despite its large range, most populations of tall bugbane number fewer than 25 plants, with the 
exception of its southernmost populations which can number in the thousands (Kaye 1994). Tall 
bugbane prefers openings in the forest canopy, sometimes under a patch of deciduous trees, in 
moist shady conifer forests at low elevation (NatureServe 2011). Common associates are 
Douglas-fir, bigleaf maple, red alder (Alnus rubra), vine maple (Acer circinatum), native hazelnut, 
Hooker’s fairybells, (Prosartes hookeri), and sword fern (Oregon Flora Project 2002). 

Threats to tall bugbane include loss of habitat due to timber management and residential 
development, competition from invasive species, residential development, and collecting by 
herbalists (WNHP 2003). Although research has shown that tall bugbane initially responds to 
clearcuts by thriving, the perception is that subsequent canopy closure and decrease in light 
reaching the understory will negatively affect populations in this setting in the long term (Kaye 
and Kirkland 1999). A recent study found that reproductive plants occurred more frequently in 
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canopy gaps than vegetative plants, that tall bugbane was found in areas of higher herbaceous 
cover than sampled random points, and that occupied sites had higher moisture availability and 
canopy openness than sites where tall bugbane had been extirpated (Mayberry and Elle 2009). 
This led the authors to conclude that forest management prescriptions for tall bugbane should 
include canopy gaps and herbaceous cover to promote tall bugbane populations (Mayberry and 
Elle 2009). 

Tall bugbane has not yet been observed at South Eugene Meadows, but likely restoration 
prescriptions would certainly provide suitable habitat for the species.  
 
Wayside aster 
Wayside aster an herbaceous perennial with very limited distribution; it is found only in Lane 
and Douglas counties in Oregon. It is a Species of Concern for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
and an Oregon Threatened species. Wayside aster is found in openings in forests where light 
reaches the forest floor, either through openings in the canopy or via the forest edge, and can 
also be found along roadsides and on herbaceous balds. The Oregon Conservation Strategy lists 
limiting factors for wayside aster as habitat loss from residential development and timber 
harvesting, fire suppression and resulting encroachment of brush in the forest understory, , 
invasive plant species, road maintenance, habitat fragmentation, and off-road vehicle use. It 
recommends management and restoration of known occupied sites, surveys for new 
populations, and limiting road maintenance during the growing season in priority sites as 
conservation actions.  
 
Populations can be found in areas as open as recent clearcuts to mature forests (Newton et al. 
2010), and flower production and plant vigor are inversely correlated with canopy cover (Wogen 
1998 in Newton et al. 2010). Although wayside aster persists as the canopy closes, plants are 
often reduced in stature and do not flower. A recent study by Newton et al. (2010) on improving 
conditions for extant wayside aster populations found that forest canopy thinning improved 
plant vigor and reproduction and that seeding efforts were most successful when seeds came 
into contact with mineral soils as opposed to leaf litter (27% survival rate). The researchers also 
found that most transplants had survived after nearly a decade, especially if protected from deer 
herbivory. 
 
Although wayside aster has not been documented at South Eugene Meadows, it is found in 
nearby sites that are part of the Ridgeline park system. Planned canopy thinning at South 
Eugene Meadows would benefit this species if it were to be found, and may also provide 
localized areas in the forest into which wayside aster could be introduced. 
 

3.3.2 Mammals  

Western Gray Squirrel 
Western gray squirrels (Sciurus griseus griseus) have no federal status, but are classified as 
Sensitive Vulnerable on the Oregon Sensitive Species list, as a Strategy Species for the 
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Willamette Valley (ODFW 2006), and also are regulated as a hunted game mammal by ODFW. 
They are listed as Threatened by the State of Washington. 
 
Western gray squirrels’ preferred habitat in this area is mixed forest, with Oregon white oak and 
conifers both present (Verts and Carraway 1998).  They will forage in Oregon white oak stands 
for acorns but generally do not travel far from the cover of evergreen trees (B. Newhouse, pers. 
comm.).  Western gray squirrels generally give birth in a tree cavity, but build stick nests for 
other purposes.  The nests often are well-concealed in branches high in conifer trees, and the 
squirrels themselves may be difficult to detect (B. Newhouse, pers. comm.).  Western gray 
squirrels play an important role in maintaining oak woodlands by planting acorns and 
disseminating spores of mycorrhizal fungi that aid tree growth (Linders and Stinson 2007).  
 
The Oregon Conservation Strategy lists limiting factors for Western gray squirrel as habitat loss 
and fragmentation, vegetation changes resulting from fire suppression and, and residential and 
urban development. It recommends maintaining older trees with large limbs, and working with 
private landowners to protect habitat (ODFW 2006).   
 
Western gray squirrel populations are known to be present in low- to moderate-elevation 
forested hills throughout the Ridgeline system and nearby neighborhoods, as well as to the east 
at Lane County’s Howard Buford Recreation Area and The Nature Conservancy’s Coburg Ridge 
and to the west in the West Eugene Wetlands all the way to Fern Ridge.  Unfortunately, no 
survey data are available to provide population estimates.  Western gray squirrel has been 
observed by several visitors at South Eugene Meadows on various visits. The juxtaposition of oak 
and conifer or mixed-conifer habitats at South Eugene Meadows supports Western gray squirrel 
habitat requirements. Additional surveys will be necessary to gain an understanding the site’s 
western gray squirrel population as well as the site’s full capacity for western gray squirrels.  
 

3.3.3 Birds 

Oregon Vesper Sparrow 
Oregon vesper sparrow (Pooecetes gramineus affinis) is a federal Species of Concern and a state 
Candidate Species in Oregon.  Additionally, it is identified as a Strategy Species for the 
Willamette Valley in the Oregon Conservation Strategy (ODFW 2006).  Oregon vesper sparrows 
migrate to the southern US or Mexico in winter, and breed in the Willamette Valley in spring and 
summer. Although no research has been undertaken on Oregon vesper sparrows in the 
Willamette Valley, recent resurveys of grassland bird monitoring points in 2008 by ODFW found 
that this species has declined significantly in the Willamette Valley since 1997, dropping in total 
abundance, relative abundance, and unobserved in half of the areas it was found during the 
earlier survey (Myers and Kreager 2010).  
 
Oregon vesper sparrows primarily use open habitats with sparse shrubs (<25% of total cover), 
grass cover height 12-24 inches (Myers and Kreager 2010) and perches above the herbaceous 
canopy used for singing (Altman 1997).  They appear to be more responsive to differences in 
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vegetation structure than the composition of plant communities (OWI no date), although 
diverse vegetation and native insects provide diverse food sources. Within suitable habitats, 
ground nests usually are constructed near a clump of vegetation (ODFW no date).  Newly-
created, suitable habitats are more likely to be used if they are created near areas currently 
being used for nesting. The average territory size in the Willamette Valley is 3.1 ac, with a range 
in size from 1.1-13.0 ac (Altman 1999).  The habitat patch size needed usually is greater than 5 
acres. The Oregon Conservation Strategy lists limiting factors for Oregon vesper sparrows as 
small disjunct populations, impacts to grasslands from fire suppression and invasive species, 
nest failure due to human land management practices, and predation by house cats. It 
recommends maintaining and restoring grassland habitat, improving insect (forage) diversity by 
increasing native plant diversity, invasive species control, and land management practices that 
minimize disturbance during the nesting season (ODFW 2006). 
 
No Oregon vesper sparrows have been observed to date at South Eugene Meadows, but there 
are populations nearby and the site features suggest that following restoration the species may 
colonize upland prairies (B. Altman, pers. comm.).  
 
Western Meadowlark 
Western meadowlark (Sturnella neglecta) has no federal listing status, but is listed on the 
Oregon Sensitive Species List as “Sensitive – Critical,” and is a Strategy Species for the 
Willamette Valley in the Oregon Conservation Strategy (ODFW 2006).  It is also Oregon’s state 
bird.  
 
Western meadowlarks inhabit open areas with short vegetation, including native prairie, 
pastures, and other open habitats, and they use fences or scattered trees or posts as singing 
perches.  They nest on the ground, in dense grasses, sometimes with a tunnel entrance.  Their 
average nesting territory is about 20 acres; patches of habitat large enough to support several 
breeding females may be large enough to support a healthy breeding population (ODFW no 
date).  They are polygamous, so one male may have two or three females on nesting territories 
concurrently (Altman 2003). During the winter, Western meadowlarks often migrate, with 
increased numbers from other areas forming small flocks in the Willamette Valley, possibly with 
local resident birds. As with other grassland birds, the major threat to their habitat is conversion 
to other uses, and secondly, vegetation changes from woody plant encroachment or non-native, 
invasive species.  Machinery, predation from cats, or other factors can cause nest failures 
(Altman 2003, ODFW 2006). The OR Conservation Strategy recommends maintaining or 
restoring large expanses of grassland habitat, increasing insect (forage) diversity by increasing 
native plant diversity, controlling invasive species, and minimizing disturbance from human land 
use activities during the nesting season (ODFW 2006). 
 
No breeding Western meadowlarks have yet been detected at South Eugene Meadows, but they 
may use the site following restoration.  
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Slender-billed (White-breasted) Nuthatch 
The slender-billed nuthatch (Sitta carolinensis aculeata) is a subspecies of the white-breasted 
nuthatch found in the Willamette Valley.  It has no federal listing status, but is on the Oregon 
Sensitive Species list as “Sensitive-Vulnerable.”  It is a Willamette Valley Strategy Species in the 
Oregon Conservation Strategy (ODFW 2006). 
 
Slender-billed nuthatches are year-round residents, but are uncommon and declining in the 
Willamette Valley. They forage mostly along trunks of oaks, where they are known for often 
facing “upside-down.”  Slender-billed nuthatches favor oak or mixed oak-conifer woodlands 
with a canopy cover of 40-97%.  Nest trees tend to be large in diameter, have an open-grown 
form, and have cavities in the stem and larger branches (Viste-Sparkman 2005).  They are a 
secondary cavity-nester, usually using a tree cavity excavated by a woodpecker. Both pileated 
woodpecker and northern flicker have been confirmed at South Eugene Meadows. 
 
In addition to having more potential nesting cavities, larger oaks also may provide more food.  A 
higher quantity and diversity of invertebrates occurs in older trees with furrowed bark compared 
to younger, smooth-barked trees. The furrows create habitat for insects and other invertebrates, 
which then are sought by the nuthatches (Jackson 1979). 
 
Threats to slender-billed nuthatches include loss of habitat, whereby oak habitats are converted 
to agriculture or urban use, and encroachment of conifers into oak woodlands which then 
overwhelm the oaks (Hagar 2003), resulting in loss of cavity nesting habitat (ODFW 2006). In 
their literature review, Vesely and Rosenberg (2010) did not find home range or territory size 
estimates or natal dispersal descriptions for the slender-billed nuthatch.  However, they did find 
a research compilation of studies on similar species that concluded territories were between 25 
and 98 acres, tending toward smaller territories in closed-canopy forests and larger territories in 
open woodlands (Grubb and Pravosudov 2008). The Oregon Conservation Strategy recommends 
maintaining oaks that are greater than 22 inches diameter at breast height,  and developing nest 
box programs in the near term (ODFW 2006). 
 
Slender-billed nuthatch has not been confirmed yet at South Eugene Meadows, but is present in 
the City’s Ridgeline parks and is expected to be detected at the site as more visitors spend a 
greater amount of time in oak habitats.  
 
Chipping Sparrow 
Chipping sparrow (Spizella passerina) is a neotropical migrant that is uncommon and declining 
in the Willamette Valley.  They do not have federal or state listing status because they occur 
fairly commonly east of the Cascades.  However, in the Willamette Valley they are identified as a 
Strategy Species in the Oregon Conservation Strategy (ODFW 2006). 
 
Chipping sparrows are most often found in open woodlands, savannas, and openings within 
conifer forests; closed-canopy forests are avoided (Granholm 1988; OWI no date; Scheuering 
2003).  Chipping sparrows nest in trees or shrubs 1–3m high, and they prefer nesting in conifer 
saplings when available (Reynolds and Knapton 1984, Swanson et al. 2004). Across their 
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geographic range, the territory size of chipping sparrows varies between 0.5-2.5 ac. (Middleton 
1998).  Prescribed burning and availability of diverse, native, herbaceous plants and invertebrate 
prey may be beneficial (OWI no date).  One study looked at breeding success in knapweed 
infested territories and determined that fewer offspring were produced there (Ortega et al. 
2006). 
 
The Oregon Conservation Strategy lists limiting factors for chipping sparrow as loss of habitat 
due to oak woodland degradation and development, loss of natural fire regimes, invasive 
species in woodland understory, and possibly nest parasitism by cowbirds (ODFW 2006). It 
recommends maintaining areas of open herbaceous understory in oak woodland habitats, and 
controlling invasive species. Chipping sparrows could also benefit from land management that 
provides open woodlands and savanna habitats with a high diversity of native plants and insects, 
and which are close to occupied breeding territories (DeMars 2008; Gaines et al. 2007; Ortega et 
al. 2006). 
 
At least two birds (possibly three), were seen and heard in oaks near the center of the site 
during a staff field visit in May 2011. They were observed singing, perching in open-grown oak 
trees and flying between oaks and conifers.  
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 Management Goals, Objectives, and Indicators 4

Long-term restoration, management, and public access goals for South Eugene Meadows 
prioritize conservation of regionally important plant communities and wildlife habitat, while also 
providing citizens with the opportunity to experience native Willamette Valley ecosystems and a 
connection to the larger Ridgeline Trail system. The goals reflect the property’s Conservation 
Values and regional conservation priorities, as outlined in the Conservation Easement and 
detailed in earlier sections of this plan and the plan appendices. 
 
The management goals provide a framework for both the short-term restoration process and 
long-term preservation of the site’s key ecological features. Goals are broad statements which 
reflect the transition from the site’s current condition to its desired future condition. Each goal is 
supported by objectives, specific descriptive actions that are used to direct implementation of 
high-priority site activities over the next twenty years (2012-2032). Finally, measurable, 
quantitative indicators are assigned to each objective for the purpose of evaluating when or 
whether the objective was met. Indicators are accompanied by suggested timeframes which 
designate the sequencing for planning, completing, and monitoring work in the field.  
 
The goals, objectives, and indicators are designed to protect the site’s Conservation Values, and 
are in place for the next twenty years and likely longer; they fundamentally represent the 
restoration of the priority habitats and species at South Eugene Meadows. As the Ridgeline Area 
Open Space Vision continues to be implemented the goals stated herein are not anticipated to 
change, rather this and other Ridgeline sites will form the building blocks of a corridor that will 
one day be connected restored and managed oak, prairie, and headwaters habitat. 
 
Though the habitat enhancements are designed to achieve desired plant community structure 
and some degree of desired plant community composition, long-term stewardship will be 
required to maintain restoration and enhancement areas and make progress toward desired 
plant community composition. The City has limited capacity to address the entire scope of long-
term management needs, and will actively seek partnerships and grant funding to support the 
native systems at South Eugene Meadows as a means of accomplishing this work. 
 

 Desired Future Conditions 4.1

Desired future conditions (DFCs) provide standards that can be applied when developing 
management prescriptions and to measure progress toward achieving restoration objectives 
and meeting the needs of focal species. They also serve to describe the future public access and 
use for the site. DFCs are intended to be guidelines and will be applied with flexibility in 
consideration of project context, short- and long-term objectives, current and historic 
vegetation, soils and topography, habitat patch size, landscape context, and quality of visitor 
experience. Desired future conditions for habitat are shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Desired Future Conditions 
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4.1.1 Habitat Desired Future Conditions 

The long-term vision for South Eugene Meadows is to achieve a mosaic of prairie, oak savanna, 
and oak woodland with pockets of open Douglas-fir woodland and forest at the site margins 
and on north-facing slopes (Figure 9). To achieve these conditions, much of the site’s area 
should be restored to grassland or oak-dominated woodland, and significant effort will be 
required to address current impacts to these systems from non-native invasive species (see 
Appendix 5, Weed Management Plan). Restored and enhanced areas will improve overall system  
quality and have the potential to meet habitat needs of several oak and prairie-dependent 
Willamette Valley floral and faunal species.  DFCs are presented below for each ecologically-
focused Management Goal listed below in Section 4.2.  
 
Desired Future Condition for Prairie, Savanna, and Oak Woodland Structure 
 
Canopy Cover and Canopy Composition 

 
 Total canopy cover aims to be no higher than 30% across all savanna areas on the site.  

 Total canopy cover by stand ranges from 30-70% for oak woodland. 

 Oregon white oak is the dominant species. California black oak, Pacific madrone, ponderosa 
pine, Douglas-fir, big-leaf maple, and other native species are retained as subdominant 
species in localized areas, especially where providing habitat for Western gray squirrel, but 
together subdominant species do not exceed 25% relative canopy cover. 

 Thinning prescriptions retain all healthy open-grown, large diameter (> 16" DBH) Oregon 
white oak trees. The number of large-diameter trees per acre is 2-5 for savanna and 
approximately 20 or more for woodland. The retention of large oaks  supersedes other 
prescriptions and goals, and no large oaks will be thinned to meet number of trees/acre 
goals.  

 Individual trees with open-grown canopy morphology that are growing in direct competition 
with Douglas-fir but whose canopies have healthy crowns are prioritized for release. All 
crowding or directly competing fir and maple, both overtopping and under the drip line of 
oak trees, are removed. 

 

Stand Replacement 

 Replacement Oregon white oak trees are retained in all treated areas. 

 A minimum of two age-classes of trees are retained to promote stand longevity.  

 Sufficient space with ample light availability is provided for naturally regenerating 
replacement trees to become established. 
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Understory Cover and Composition 
 

 Non-native trees such as English hawthorn are removed, and non-native shrubs such as 
Scotch broom account for no more than 5% cover. 

 Total shrub cover is 2-10% in savanna and 10-40% cover in oak woodland, and may be up to 
40-70% cover in oak forest. Shrub cover does not exceed canopy cover in any habitat. 

 Woody vegetation is removed from upland prairie units, and does not exceed 5% cover (all 
species combined) in any one upland prairie unit, with the exception of Oregon white oak, 
which is limited to a density of not more than 1-2 trees per unit. 

 As prairies are restored or enhanced, any colonizing woody vegetation is removed. 
Detection and control planning is accomplished through routine assessments of establishing 
vegetation in project areas. 

 

Herbaceous Invasive Species Control 

 Highly invasive species with limited distribution (e.g., meadow knapweed) are eradicated.  

 Tall oatgrass is contained to current extent or decreased in extent. The existing extent is 
mapped in the vicinity of prairies with modest to good native forb diversity and abundance, 
to aid in monitoring the spread of this species and to prevent it from entering moderate- to 
high-quality prairies and savannas. 

 

Desired Future Condition for Priority Grassland Plant Species 
 
Release lupine from competition 

 
 Native or non-native trees and shrubs overtopping or competing with lupine are removed in 

prairie and savanna systems. However, large diameter Oregon white oak or ponderosa pine 
that are determined to have been present for several decades or longer may be retained. 

 Non-native grasses are greatly reduced in abundance, providing ample sites for lupine to 
expand, vegetatively or via seed germination and establishment. 

 Lupine plants are flowering and producing seed; patches are retaining approximately the 
same number or extent of plants as in 2012 or more. Population is secure. 

Native plant abundance and diversity 
 
 In lupine management areas, non-native grasses are replaced with a diverse mix of forbs and 

grasses emphasizing nectar species and low-stature or bunching grasses. 
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Desired Future Conditions for Focal Wildlife Species Habitat Features  
 
 Large, open-grown oaks are promoted for acorn production, development of large-diameter 

limbs, and development of future cavities/snags. 

 Trees are spaced to provide connectivity between canopy branches in mixed oak-conifer 
woodland/forest and conifer woodland/forest for Western gray squirrel nesting, loafing, 
cover and escape routes.   

 In oak savanna and woodland, a native understory dominates. It includes shrubs such as 
snowberry and serviceberry, interspersed with native herbaceous grasses and forbs for the 
benefit of chipping sparrows.  

 Snags are present in a range of decay classes, and are a minimum of 18” DBH where possible 
for optimum wildlife value. Snag frequency is 2 (max 7) per acre in savanna, 4 (range 2-7) per 
acre in oak woodland, and 6 (range 4-10) per acre in forests. Snags are rare in prairies. 

 Downed logs are present in a range of decay classes. All large diameter logs (≥16” diameter 
at widest point) are retained regardless of habitat type. Optimal downed log frequency is 1-
2/ac. in savanna, and 2-4/ac. in woodland and forest. Downed logs are rare in prairies. 

 Perches above the herbaceous canopy are provided, vegetation is sufficiently dense to 
conceal nests, and bunchgrass structure is present in prairies to benefit nesting Oregon 
vesper sparrows and western meadowlarks.  

 Mechanized activities are delayed in prairies until after July 15 and foot traffic is limited in 
grassland bird nesting areas to avoid nest disruption or fledgling mortality. 

 Restored or enhanced prairies support native plant communities with forbs that flower 
throughout the season, supporting pollinators. 

 

4.1.2 Desired Future Conditions for Public Access and Use 

The long-term vision for public access and use at South Eugene Meadows is to provide a 
connection to the Ridgeline Trail system that offers visitors the opportunity to experience nature 
and to enjoy Willamette Valley ecosystems and species (Figure 10). 
 
The addition of this property to the City’s ownership is a significant step toward realizing a long-
envisioned trail connection between core natural areas to the east and Rivers to Ridges partner 
lands in the West Eugene Wetlands (Figure 1). The development of a sustainable trail system at 
South Eugene Meadows will provide recreational opportunities as well as offer excellent 
interpretation and education possibilities, while assisting maintenance access. By facilitating 
appropriate public access and educating users about the site’s ecological values, and by making 
accessible the very places that have become so rare in the Willamette Valley, a trail offers the 
opportunity for users to grow their personal connection with the landscape, build ecological 
understanding, and value native flora and fauna. Meaningful interactions with the landscape will  
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Figure 10. Public Access and Recreation  
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foster a community and public supportive of conservation. Indeed, trail users are often those 
individuals who become the backbone of a volunteer base for long-term site stewardship.  
 
Several major regional planning efforts have identified the linkage of recreational corridors 
through open space as a key goal in the Eugene-Springfield metro area. Endorsed by the public, 
local governments, and non-profit conservation organizations, these plans collectively describe 
in well thought-out detail, the attributes of a trail system that benefits both habitat and 
recreational users. A principal plan articulating these values is the Rivers to Ridges Vision (2003), 
which identifies 1) connectivity and 2) recreation and education as two of seven guiding 
principles for land acquisition in the Ridgeline area. The City of Eugene’s Parks, Recreation, and 
Open Space Comprehensive Plan (MIG and LCOG 2005) identifies several specific goals for 
public access to the park system, several of which apply at South Eugene Meadows: providing 
trail accessibility to key natural areas (Strategy E-4); providing trail support facilities such as 
trailheads and signage (Strategy E-5); developing site management plans for significant natural 
areas that specify trail locations for the purpose of protecting resources (Strategy E-6); provide 
additional access to the Ridgeline (Strategy E-15); and coordinating with partners to develop a 
trail system from Fern Ridge to Mt. Pisgah and beyond (Strategy E-16). The Ridgeline Area Open 
Space Plan (2008) steps down from the Rivers to Ridges Vision with more specific goals of 
providing public access and facilities in the ridgeline corridor that support non-motorized 
recreational activities, balancing access with protection of vegetation and wildlife needs 
(Recreation, Goal 1); applying high standards of quality to trail design and construction that 
maximize user enjoyment while minimizing conflicts, including impacts to natural resources 
(Recreation, Goal 4); constructing and maintaining trails at a high standard to maximize safety 
and accounting for natural features including waterways (Recreation Goal 5); and providing 
publicly-accessible viewpoints where opportunities exist (Views and Viewsheds, Goal 1). 
Validating these local plans, a statewide assessment identified the need for additional trails in 
proximity to urban areas as a top issue (OPRD 2005), closely tied to assessments of outdoor 
interest and type of use. 
 
At the time of the writing of this plan, there are certain clear connections to the Ridgeline Trail 
system, while others remain to be determined. The site can be directly connected to the existing 
Ridgeline Trail system along the right-of-way for 52nd Street, connecting to the Blanton Ridge 
trail segment and to Spencer Butte trails. In the long term, a connection will be made from 
South Eugene Meadows westward to support the regional vision of connecting the Ridgeline 
trail to the West Eugene Wetlands. This connection could be made from numerous points on the 
property, including Blanton Road, the BPA easement (as shown in Figure 10), or some other 
location, dependent upon where future access abuts South Eugene Meadows. Although the 
powerline corridor does not provide a high-quality user experience, it will remain an option until 
that westward connection becomes more refined. 
 
The proposed trail system for South Eugene Meadows was laid out in accordance with the goals 
and strategies mentioned above, using ‘sustainable trail’ principles as supported by the City of 
Eugene’s Trail Standards (City of Eugene, draft 2012), which are modeled after several well-
established standards, including those from the U.S. Forest Service and National Park Service. By 
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design, a sustainable trail protects key resources (i.e., the Conservation Values), incorporates 
positive user experiences, attempts to prevent creation of user-selected trails, and accounts for 
appropriate grade and trail alignment principles.  
 
City of Eugene ecologists, trail designers, planners, and natural resource managers met several 
times in the office and in the field to locate a trail alignment that protects the site’s Conservation 
Values. A description of the process used to site the trail, including planning figures, is included 
as Appendix 6. The main trail proposed is a fairly direct connection from the 52nd Street right-of-
way to Blanton Road, sited appropriately for grade and a desirable user experience. The loop 
trail provides critical access to the northeastern portion of the site, where restoration and 
maintenance access will be needed in a forested area, while avoiding seasonal headwater 
streams. Waterway crossings are purposely sited to take advantage of locations where 
streambanks are narrow and deep, minimizing crossing width. No trails are shown on the 
southern portion of the site below the BPA power lines, or in the western third of the site. At the 
time of this writing, the City is working on the best approach to accommodate bicycle use in the 
Ridgeline system, and therefore this plan does not address bicycle use, although future City 
plans could involve South Eugene Meadows. The main trail as proposed could be constructed as 
a multi-use trail for bicycle and pedestrian use.  
 
The trail would be constructed of permeable materials, likely gravel, similar to other Ridgeline 
trail segments as described in the Conservation Easement. In addition to the trail itself, 
informational kiosks may be installed which would host interpretive information about the site’s 
Conservation Values, the funding agencies, and the vision for the Ridgeline system, including 
volunteer opportunities. Wayfinding signage consistent with the style of similar signs 
throughout the Ridgeline would be installed where needed, primarily at site entrances and the 
junction of the main and loop trails.  
 
The City currently does not have the funding to construct this trail system, as obviated by the 
timeline associated with the public use goals in Section 4.1. The trail alignment has been very 
carefully considered, and will be revisited in detail when funding for trail construction becomes 
available.  In particular, waterway crossings may be slightly adjusted depending on very localized 
conditions, and in general by the time of trail construction City staff will have more in-depth 
knowledge of the site that may inform minor changes. The actual finished alignment of the trail 
may be 50 feet or less from the center line of the proposed trail on either side of the proposed 
alignment. A factor that will be considered in the interim prior to trail construction is the 
installation of low-profile markers or blazes, to guide well-meaning users onto the proposed 
alignment, for the purpose of protecting the site’s Conservation Values. 
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 Management Goals, Objectives, and Indicators 4.2

To achieve the conservation intent and desired future conditions of this management plan, four 
ecological management objectives and two access and use goals will be implemented over the 
next twenty years (2012-2032): 
 
1. Restore structure of prairie, savanna, and oak woodland habitats in all areas not 

currently dominated by conifers. Based on current mapping, this effort should reduce, 
remove, or actively exclude conifers, oaks, and other woody species from approximately 40 
acres of grasslands, savanna, and woodlands experiencing encroachment. 

 
2. Maintain and expand populations of priority plant species in grasslands by increasing 

the population size of Kincaid’s and spurred lupine and reducing competition in occupied 
areas. Enhancement efforts should incorporate the needs of, and be designed also to 
benefit, other native flora.  

 
3. Enhance habitat features for grassland and oak-dependent wildlife species listed in 

Table 2 and those species listed in Appendix 3 as present at the site or likely to occur. Efforts 
should be designed to benefit pollinators, cavity nesters, grassland birds, and species that 
use multiple habitats, such as Western gray squirrel. 

 
4. Develop and implement an effective and efficient monitoring program to establish 

baseline values and document changes to target systems and species. Monitoring effort 
should be sufficient to both inform adaptive management and measure restoration success. 

 
5. Provide and manage compatible public access to the site by establishing a small parking 

area and constructing a trail that connects to the City of Eugene’s Ridgeline Trail system. 
 
6. Establish maintenance access to facilitate restoration and management. 
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Goals, Objectives, and Indicators 
Year 

Complete 

Goal 1.               Restore structure of prairie, savanna, and oak woodland habitats  2013-2025 

Objective 1a. Remove invading trees and invasive shrubs from approximately 40 acres of prairie and savanna.     

 Indicator:  1) Remove ≥90% of planted and volunteer conifers. Any retained Douglas-fir are large trees with 
wildlife value. Neither Douglas-fir nor ponderosa pine exceeds 5% cover in any one prairie or 
savanna unit.  

 2022 

 Indicator: 2) Habitat-altering invasive woody trees and shrubs including English hawthorn and Scotch broom 
together occupy ≤5% cover. 

 2022 

Objective 1b. Maintain and enhance oak woodland canopy structure and composition to promote stand longevity.    

 
Indicator: 1) Complete baseline assessments (e.g. basal area or canopy cover) of each oak woodland and mixed 

oak-conifer woodland or forest. Develop selective removal prescriptions for each unit to meet 
desired future conditions.  

 
2013 

 
Indicator: 2) Remove conifers from the canopy and sub-canopy of oak woodlands and mixed oak-conifer 

woodlands; strategically retain conifers where appropriate for Western gray squirrel habitat.  
2022 

 Indicator: 3) All non-native trees are removed.  2022 

 Indicator: 4) Douglas-fir, grand fir, and bigleaf maple combined do not exceed 25% cover in restored areas.  2022 

 
Indicator: 5) A minimum of two age classes of oak are present in the canopy or sub-canopy, providing for 

replacement.  
2022 

 Indicator: 6) Oak woodland occupies at least 25 acres (13%) of the site, with canopy cover ranging from 30-70%.  2025 

Objective 1c. Release oaks with mature or open-grown canopy morphology.   

 
Indicator: 1) Identify mature, large diameter (>16” DBH) oaks not otherwise released under Objective 1a or 1b. 

Evaluate for canopy health, feasibility of release, and wildlife habitat value. Release all overcrowded 
trees with viable canopies and wildlife habitat value that are feasible to release. 

 
2022 

Objective 1d. Work with BPA to manage the vegetation under the BPA transmission lines.    

 
Indicator: 1) Working jointly, develop a management plan for treating noxious weeds within the BPA right-of-way 

that reduces their cover by at least 75% and prevents them from creating an on-going management 
issue in the adjoining areas of the park. 

 
2016 
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Goals, Objectives, and Indicators 
Year 

Complete 

Goal 2.                Maintain and expand populations of priority plant species in grasslands.   2012-2032 

Objective 2a. Control highly invasive weeds threatening grassland habitats.    

 Indicator: 1) Work with the Oregon Department of Agriculture to release Scotch broom seed weevils at the site.  2013 

 Indicator: 2) Scotch broom occupies ≤5% cover in each unit where sensitive grassland plant species occur.  2018 

 Indicator: 3) Eradicate spotted knapweed from the site, including within the BPA easement.  2018 

 Indicator: 4) Contain Canada thistle within its current footprint and if possible, decrease cover to ≤5% in all 
grassland units.  

2018 

 Indicator: 5) Limit the spread of tall oatgrass by containing it within its current extent, or decreasing extent if 
possible. Re-seed treated areas with native species, including Roemer’s fescue.  

2020 

Objective 2b. Maintain the populations of Kincaid’s lupine and spurred lupine.  
 

 Indicator: 1) Locate and conduct baseline population assessments at all known lupine locations.  2012 

 Indicator: 2) Remove all planted trees from lupine areas.  2015 

 Indicator: 3) Where lupine is growing under oak cover, assess shading of lupine by oaks and if appropriate, 
develop selective removal prescription to decrease canopy cover.  

2015 

 Indicator: 4) Develop a plan for decreasing non-native grass cover within lupine patches and reseeding with 
native prairie species. Begin non-native grass control efforts, closely monitoring lupine response.  

2015 
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Goals, Objectives, and Indicators 
Year 

Complete 

Objective 2c. Maintain, and if possible, expand Roemer’s fescue, California fescue, and Hitchock’s blue-eyed grass populations.   

 Indicator: 1) Survey site and map populations of these three species.  2013 

 Indicator: 2) Purchase Roemer’s fescue seed and use in enhancing or revegetating prairies and areas disturbed 
during site management activities.  

2013-2023 

 Indicator: 3) Evaluate and, if appropriate, plan to restore California fescue populations in savannas and 
woodlands.  

2015 

 Indicator: 4) Limit the extent of high- and medium-priority invasive species to no greater than 10% cover 
combined in any one unit.  

2020 

Objective 2d. Maintain the high-quality native prairie adjacent to Blanton Road and high-quality oak understory areas.   

 Indicator: 1) Map large patches of native species using GPS.  2013 

 Indicator: 2) Remove thickets and large patches of poison oak.  2015 

 Indicator: 3) Reduce teasel to ≤5% cover, eradicate if possible  2018 

 Indicator: 4) Maintain high proportion of native forbs in the plant community by limiting non-native grass cover.  2025 

 Indicator: 5) Maintain existing level of species diversity.  2032 
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Goals, Objectives, and Indicators 
Year 

Complete 

Goal 3.                Enhance habitat features for grassland and oak-dependent wildlife species.   2015-2025 

Objective 3a. Create habitat for native pollinators associated with prairie and savanna, including Fender’s blue butterfly.  
 

 
Indicator: 1) A minimum of three nectar species are included in seed mixes that are planted into lupine areas 

following invasive species control and reductions in non-native grass cover.   
2020 

 
Indicator: 2) Seed mixes used in enhancement of prairie and savanna areas incorporate forb species that flower 

throughout the growing season.   
2020 

Objective 3b. Maintain and enhance grassland bird nesting habitat in prairies.  
 

 
Indicator: 1) A minimum of three singing perches per 20 acres in the form of widely scattered shrubs or trees are 

present in prairies that may support nesting grassland birds.  
2018 

 Indicator: 2) Maintain large open areas colonized by bunchgrasses to provide nesting sites and cover.  2025 

Objective 3c. Retain habitat features in savannas, woodlands, and forests that benefit Western gray squirrel.  
 

 
Indicator: 1) A mix of Douglas-fir and oak is retained in several areas of the property, to provide year-round cover 

and escape routes.   
2015 

 
Indicator: 2) Large diameter oaks with open-grown canopies are prioritized in restoration and release efforts, to 

maintain acorns as a food source.  
2020 

Objective 3d. Maintain habitat for cavity-nesting species.  
 

 
Indicator: 1) Create snags in savannas, woodlands, and forests as opportunities exist. Minimum snag height is 10-

30 feet and minimum diameter at breast height is 12 inches (15-20 inches optimal).   
2015 

 
Indicator: 2) Existing trees with cavities are retained, unless they are rated as hazardous. 

 
2015 
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Goals, Objectives, and Indicators 
Year 

Complete 

Objective 3e. Protect headwater streams and first-order headwaters as seasonal water sources.   

 
Indicator: 1) Channel morphology and conveyance are preserved during restoration and management activities. 

  
2022 

 
Indicator: 2) Forested riparian corridors are maintained, providing cover and maintaining water temperatures. 

 
2032 

Objective 3f. 
Retain downed woody debris in savannas, woodlands, and forests, as cover and nesting habitat for small 
mammals, herpetiles, and birds.  

 

 
Indicator: 1) Small piles are created in localized areas using woody material generated from oak stand restoration 

activities.  
2016 

 
Indicator: 2) Existing large downed woody debris is left in place, unless it will prevent needed future maintenance 

or restoration.   
2018 

Objective 3g. Remove barriers to wildlife movement.   

 

Indicator: 1) Remove all interior barbed wire fences. 

 

2016 
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Goals, Objectives, and Indicators  Year 
Complete 

Goal 4.                Develop and implement an effective and efficient monitoring program.   2012-2032 

Objective 4a. Conduct regular photo point monitoring at the 24 photo points established in the Conservation Easement Baseline 
Documentation Report. 

  

 Indicator: Complete 3 rounds of photo monitoring in the first year of ownership; spring, summer, and fall.  2012 

 
Indicator: Complete photo monitoring shortly prior to, and following, major restoration projects or other site 

changes, in the locations where they are occurring.  
Ongoing 

 
Indicator: Complete annual or bi-annual photo point monitoring to document preservation of the site’s 

Conservation Values once major restoration activities are complete. Optimal timing is spring or summer.  
2016-2032 

Objective 4b. Monitor priority plant species, associations, and systems to document effects of restoration and enhancement.    

 Indicator: Develop specific monitoring goals and data to be collected.  2012 

 Indicator: Complete baseline surveys of these resources, as described above under Objectives 1b, 1c, 2b, and 2c.  2013 

 Indicator: Monitor/survey following major restoration activities.  2016, Ongoing 

 Indicator: Utilize baseline and post-project data to periodically assess condition of plant populations and systems.  Ongoing 

Objective 4c. Establish a limited grassland bird monitoring program to determine whether target species are present at the site.   

 Indicator: Establish point locations for conducting limited breeding bird surveys.  2013 

 
Indicator: Conduct one baseline survey, designed to detect presence/absence of Oregon vesper sparrow, western 

meadowlark, and white-breasted nuthatch. Utilize existing protocols (e.g., Portland Metro).  
2013 

 Indicator: Enlist volunteer help to continue with bird monitoring after restoration or enhancement is completed.  2016 onward 

Objective 4d. Facilitate educational opportunities for students and volunteers to collect monitoring data by responding to 
inquiries from such groups.  

 

 
Indicator: Monitoring data collected support one of the above objectives under this goal, or help improve 

understanding and knowledge of the site, its flora, or fauna. 
 

2025 

 Indicator: Work with volunteers to monitor plant or wildlife species, either independently or in a role supporting 
City staff. 

 
Ongoing 

 
Indicator: Work with student groups such as the University of Oregon’s Environmental Leadership Program to 

collect data that informs future site management.  
Ongoing 
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Goals, Objectives, and Indicators  Year  
Complete 

Goal 5.              Provide compatible public access to the site.  2012-2022 

 Objective 5a. Establish controlled parking at the trailhead along Blanton Road.     

 Indicator: 1) The park boundary is clearly marked where needed, and park rules signs are installed.    2012 

 Indicator:  2) 3 to 5 parking spots are created in a pullout parallel with Blanton Road to provide safe access to the 
site over the next 5-10 years. The pullout is sited to avoid significant impacts to native plants, and is 
constructed within the footprint of the planned permanent parking for the site. A barrier may be 
placed to prohibit vehicular access to the adjoining prairie. 

 2017 

 Indicator: 3) A permanent gravel parking lot with space for up to 12 cars is installed adjacent to Blanton Road. 
Adequate funding must become available for final design, permitting, and construction to occur. The 
City’s preferred option is to explore the purchase of additional land adjacent to the site to 
accommodate parking. If funds are insufficient or a voluntary agreement with neighbors or Lane 
County cannot be reached, parking will be sited within the existing park boundary. 

 2022 

 Indicator: 4) A wildlife-friendly fence is installed between the parking area and the adjoining high-quality prairie. 
The fence directs pedestrian traffic to one carefully located entrance to the site and blocks vehicle 
access to the interior of the site, preventing trampling of native prairie plants. 

 2022 

     

Objective 5b. Address unauthorized/illicit site use from neighboring lands.   

 
Indicator:  1) Repair fence on BPA easement to secure site boundary. Install park rules sign at all park entrances 

along BPA easement.  
2012 

 Indicator: 2) Remove flagging and other materials placed along western edge of site by others.  2012 

 

Indicator: 3) All site boundaries are surveyed and marked with official City of Eugene Parks and Open Space 
boundary markers. Wildlife-friendly fence is installed where necessary to prevent unauthorized access 
by OHVs from BPA easement and neighboring properties. 

 

 

2013 
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Goals, Objectives, and Indicators  Year  
Complete 

Objective 5c. Build a trail through the site that connects to the City of Eugene Ridgeline Trail system.  
 

 Indicator:  1) A main trail alignment is planned that protects the site’s Conservation Values.  2012 

 

Indicator: 2) The planned main trail alignment plan incorporates the highest quality visitor experience by 
incorporating considerations for accessibility, vistas, interaction with multiple Willamette Valley 
ecosystems, and a feeling of open space and connection to natural habitats and landscapes. In 
addition, the trail is sited to prevent erosion or interference with seasonal headwaters. 

 

2012 

 

Indicator: 3) One secondary loop trail is planned. The loop trail functions to provide maintenance access to 
difficult-to-reach portions of the site, and to limit impacts from user trails that develop when visitors 
create their own unofficial trails to points of interest. The loop trail will protect the site’s Conservation 
Values by facilitating management and by providing visitors with a well-defined pathway to follow.  

 

2015 

 

Indicator: 4) To minimize park user impacts prior to construction of the trails, a temporary system of marking the 
trail alignment (e.g., marker posts, blazes, etc.) may be installed to direct users to the trail corridor, 
minimizing unintentional visits through protected areas. 

 

2013- 
2022 

 

Indicator: 5) The main trail is constructed, using a design similar to other Ridgeline Trail segments as described in 
the Conservation Easement. Trail construction is contingent upon available construction and 
maintenance funding. 

 

2020 

 

Indicator: 6) Informational kiosks are installed when the trail is constructed. Kiosks educate trail users about the 
site’s Conservation Values and funding sources, providing mapping to keep visitors oriented and on 
trails. Wayfinding signage consistent with the Ridgeline Trail system are installed. 

 

2020 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Indicator: The loop trail is constructed. Wayfinding signage is installed. Trail construction is contingent upon 
available construction and maintenance funding. 

 

 

 

 

2022  
or later 
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Goals, Objectives, and Indicators  Year  
Complete 

Goal 6.               Establish maintenance access to facilitate site stabilization, restoration, and management. 2013-2016 

Objective 6a. Obtain short-term access to the site for maintenance and restoration.   

 
Indicator: 1) Reach agreement with neighbor(s) and BPA for use of existing BPA road between the site and 

Willamette Street to facilitate site stabilization maintenance and restoration (2012-2022).  
2013 

 
Indicator: 2) Complete minor repairs to BPA road to improve access for maintenance and restoration equipment. 

 
2013 

Objective 6b. Plan and secure long-term access to the site for maintenance.   

 Indicator: 1) Reach permanent or long-term (minimum 10 years) agreement with neighbor(s) and BPA.  2016 
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 Prioritization of Management 4.3

Several areas at South Eugene Meadows require maintenance and restoration attention in the 
short term. The selected management priorities account for several factors, including:  

 Degree of threat to existing plants, wildlife, or systems, especially listed species; 
 Future potential of the management area to achieve moderate to high quality habitat 

status; 
 Feasibility of the project within the 20-year timeframe; 
 Availability of funding; and  
 Sequencing of actions. 

 
Considering these factors, the following are the highest priority (Figure 11): 

 Site stabilization actions, including marking and where needed, securing the site 
boundary to prevent unauthorized access (i.e., OHV use), obtaining sufficient seasonal 
access to the site for City staff to conduct maintenance activities; making any needed 
minor road repairs in partnership with BPA; and removing interior fencing; 

 Waterway stabilization as needed particularly where channels pass through or originate 
within the BPA easement; 

 Initiation of control on the three invasive species with highest priority for control, Scotch 
broom, meadow knapweed, and Canada thistle; and 

 Completion of surveys and mapping of lupine and nested or potential nested 
conservation species (Table 2); 

 
Medium priority projects will focus on structural restoration of prairies, savannas, and oak 
woodlands, controlling medium-priority invasive species, enhancing habitat features for 
grassland and oak-associated wildlife species, and construction of the main trail. 
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Figure 11. Habitat Management and Restoration Priorities 
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 Monitoring and Adaptive Management 4.4

The City intends to conduct restoration, enhancement, and management/maintenance actions 
at South Eugene Meadows under an adaptive management framework. The foundation of this 
approach is 1) to monitor priority site features and conditions to determine the effectiveness of 
management actions, and 2) to benchmark progress and status against the stated goals and 
objectives for the site, to inform next steps.   
 

4.4.1 Monitoring 

At South Eugene Meadows the monitoring program is designed to ensure protection of the 
Conservation Values and to track the status and condition of priority grassland species, while 
remaining within the City’s limited capacity to complete the monitoring. The City will coordinate 
with others conducting broader monitoring efforts aimed at furthering understanding of priority 
conservation species and habitats. Upon request, we will share monitoring protocols and data, 
with the exception of sensitive species data which will be limited to appropriate government 
agencies (i.e., ORBIC, ODFW, etc.), and the Rivers to Ridges partner agencies. In the future, the 
City anticipates sharing information ranging from easement compliance to restoration 
effectiveness to individual species assessments at South Eugene Meadows, although no such 
statewide monitoring efforts have been made known to the City at the time of this writing.  
 
Five categories of monitoring will occur under this plan and each is briefly summarized below. 
All monitoring methods will employ scientific principles and professionally accepted techniques. 
Much of the monitoring is designed to be collected at a rapid assessment level of detail and will 
be qualitative in nature, however some data (e.g. grassland bird and oak restoration) will be 
quantitative in nature.  A map of current and planned monitoring locations is presented as 
Figure 12. All monitoring data generated will be stored electronically as photos or spreadsheets, 
as well as shared in 5-year progress reports to OWEB. 
 
1. Photo points. 24 photo points established for the Conservation Easement Baseline 

Documentation Report will be monitored to document site condition and protection of the 
site’s Conservation Values over the course of this plan. Protocols will follow those 
established for the baseline report. Refer to Goal 4 for details.  

 
2. Priority plant conservation targets. All lupine patches (Lupinus oreganus and Lupinus 

arbustus) will be assessed by City ecologists in 2012 and 2013 to establish baseline data on 
population size, extent, and reproductive status, and to document specific threats to each 
patch. All historic locations will be visited, and the extent of each patch will be re-mapped. 
The number of ramets and the flowering proportion will be visually estimated at each patch, 
along with localized threats and habitat conditions. Once this basic information is 
documented, a more specific monitoring protocol will be developed that articulates 
methods, specific long-term monitoring goals, and a monitoring schedule. When the USFWS 
releases Kincaid’s lupine monitoring protocols, the City will revise our protocols if needed so  
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Figure 12. Monitoring Map    
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that our data are compatible with other regional lupine monitoring. Monitoring information will 
be used to develop management prescriptions for enhancing conditions in lupine areas. The site 
will also be surveyed for populations of Hitchcock’s blue-eyed grass, Roemer’s fescue, and 
California oatgrass. These species will be mapped and qualitatively described, and the data will 
be used to develop future management and monitoring recommendations.  

 
3. Grassland bird monitoring. Limited monitoring points will be established and monitored in 

2013 to determine whether breeding Oregon vesper sparrow, western meadowlark, or 
white-breasted nuthatch are present at the site prior to restoration. This effort will rely on 
existing protocols for data collection (e.g. Portland Metro Bird Monitoring Program 2008, 
Huff et al. 2000), and will be focused specifically on detecting the target species. An 
experienced bird monitor will conduct the surveys, with a goal of one to two surveys in May 
and June. After this initial assessment, the City will likely rely on volunteers to continue any 
post-restoration bird monitoring or bird monitoring for other purposes.   

 
4. Major restoration and enhancement actions.  Pre- and post-project monitoring will occur 

in areas that are thinned or where significant vegetation control and re-seeding occurs. 
Monitoring may be conducted by City staff, by contractors undertaking the restoration work, 
or by researchers. Habitat extent mapping will be used to track the City’s performance 
toward meeting priority system restoration goals across the site. Specific monitoring goals 
and protocols will be utilized for different types of projects; canopy closure and composition 
change following thinning might occur in woodlands and forests, while a species list 
documenting presence or absence of seeded native species might occur in prairies and 
savannas. Data collected are likely to be qualitative in nature, with the exception of forest 
canopy cover data. Most of the pre-project tree cover data have already been collected 
either by Forest Restoration Partnership for the purpose of the LIP grant or under a regional 
oak vegetation study headed by Bart Johnson, Associate Professor in Landscape Architecture 
at the University of Oregon. Both groups have indicated a willingness to share their data and 
the City is in the process of acquiring the data at the time of the writing of this plan. 
Furthermore, monitoring protocols have been developed by Willamette Valley TNC staff (J. 
Jancaitis, pers. comm.) for documenting pre- and post-restoration characteristics in oak 
stands; these protocols will either be directly implemented or modified as needed to apply 
to South Eugene Meadows. These projects would occur over time as restoration and 
enhancement occurs at the site; Goals 1-3 lay out the sequence that indicates generally 
when monitoring would be needed. 

 
5. Volunteer or educational opportunities. Informational kiosks will be used to provide 

information about the site which may include interpretive information about conservation 
and the site’s natural features, species, or processes. The purpose of this material will be to 
impart the Conservation Values that the site provides our community and to instill a sense of 
respect and stewardship of these values. Beyond the kiosk information, the City has no other 
planned formal educational opportunities at the site. The City has offered one public tour 
and the site is available on an ongoing basis for school groups, interest groups such as 
National Audubon Society, guided walks via the City’s Recreation Department, or others to 
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receive a tour. During each tour, information about native Willamette Valley ecosystems, 
native plants, and wildlife, and regional recreation plans are discussed in detail, providing 
information to the attendees. Occasionally the City is approached by individual university 
students or by entire classes, and by members of the public with interest in ecology and 
monitoring. If such an individual or group were to contact the City and express interest or 
request a partnership, the City would attempt to provide such an opportunity, and will 
provide a list of potential projects that would improve understanding of the site, or 
accomplish monitoring for numbers 1-4 above.  

 

4.4.2 Adaptive Management 

Restoration and conservation efforts at South Eugene Meadows will rely on a cornerstone of 
ecological restoration; the adaptive management approach. This cycle of planning, 
implementing, evaluating, and (as needed) modifying management actions improves 
understanding of treatment effectiveness, provides for flexibility in techniques and scheduling, 
and results in timely adjustments when monitoring shows a change is needed. Widely applied 
by natural resource practitioners and scientists, this framework helps address uncertainties in 
ecosystem management, provides opportunities to assess progress, and aids in achieving stated 
goals.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fulton 2012 

 
The monitoring efforts outlined in Section 4.4.1 are designed to track the status of the site’s 
Conservation Values, and if data indicate an undesired outcome such as a significant decrease in 
population size, arrival of a new, highly aggressive weed, or observed changes that can be 
attributed to climate change for example, management strategies and priorities will be adjusted 
accordingly. Additionally, the City holds contractors to specific standards and performance is 
closely monitored and evaluated within the contract work period, providing real-time feedback 
on treatment success.   
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Within the City’s staffing framework, the City has a communication structure in place to facilitate 
an adaptive management approach.  In practice, Natural Resources staff meet monthly to 
discuss site issues and management outcomes for Ridgeline sites, and between meetings most 
commonly spend a few to several days at key sites; this will be the case for South Eugene 
Meadows. When questions or issues arise, a team of biologists and restoration practitioners 
visits the site together to further assess and discuss ecological values, threats, management 
options, scheduling, and follow-up actions.   
 
Furthermore, the Rivers to Ridges partnership includes several government agencies and 
conservation organizations working on prairie and oak restoration in the south Willamette 
Valley, and a practitioners group meets several times each year to discuss stewardship, 
restoration, and protection of priority conservation species. This network of professionals acts as 
an extensive resource for botanical, wildlife, and restoration techniques, advancements, and 
concerns, including effects of climate change.  As we continually gain insight into management 
practices, we incorporate that knowledge into future on-the-ground actions, thus implementing 
an adaptive management approach.  
 
Management Plan Implementation 

While the grant agreement between OWEB and the City requires a 5-year report on actions 
completed through 2032, in actuality management actions and monitoring results will be 
discussed and incorporated much more frequently. This management plan is considered by the 
City to be a working document that will be actively used by planning and field staff to direct on-
the-ground restoration and management actions, according to the table of goals, objectives, 
and indicators presented in Section 4.2. The indicators are written as actions with assigned 
timelines, and will be used to design a sequence of work over the coming years. The City’s 
Natural Resources staff currently utilizes an annual workplan tool to identify and prioritize 
specific tasks, including timelines for completion. This tool is checked weekly to plan work and 
results in a checklist of completed actions at the end of each year. In this regard, the 
management plan will be actively implemented and frequently updated, by design. 
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OREGON WATERSHED ENHANCEMENT BOARD 

 
CONSERVATION EASEMENT  

BASELINE INVENTORY DOCUMENTATION REPORT 
and Acknowledgement of Property Condition 

 
 

I. General Contents 

 

Purpose of the Conservation Easement 

To ensure that the South Eugene Meadows site (“the Property”), including the prairie, oak savanna, oak 
woodland, riparian, and coniferous forest habitats, will be retained forever substantially undisturbed in 
conditions that represent and support the natural, healthy, and ecologically sustainable characteristics 
of those habitats.  
  

 To ensure that habitat will be maintained for the native animal and plant species that depend on 
the Property for their existence.  

 To prevent any use of the Property that will impair or interfere with the Conservation Values.  
 

Site and Baseline Documentation Report (BDR) Information 

Property Name South Eugene Meadows  (“the Property”) 

Date BDR Prepared August 23, 2011 

Date of Site Visit and Photographs   August 22, 2011 

BDR Authorship and Qualifications Emily Steel 
Restoration Ecologist 
City of Eugene 

Landowner Name and Contact Information 
          Address:  

 
 
Telephone:  
Email: 

City of Eugene  
Parks and Open Space Division (Eric Wold) 
1820 Roosevelt Boulevard   
Eugene, OR  97402 
(541) 682-4842 
eric.n.wold@ci.eugene.or.us 

Physical Address 

Address: 

 

County: 

 

 

Unimproved, no street address 

Due west of 4975 Blanton Road, Eugene, OR 

Lane County, Oregon 

 

mailto:eric.n.wold@ci.eugene.or.us
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Directions to Property 

Driving Directions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Access 

 
From Salem, travel south on I-5 to Exit 189 to 30th 
Avenue.  Turn right on McVay Highway. Turn right 
(west) on 30th Avenue and head into Eugene. 
Follow 30th as it becomes Amazon Parkway, and 
then turn left on 29th Ave. Turn left at Willamette 
Street. Turn right at Crest Drive. Continue 
following Crest Drive as it winds uphill. When Crest 
Drive turns right, stay straight on the road which is 
now Blanton Road. Follow Blanton Road for 
approximately 1.1 miles to the Property. The 
Property is located on the south side of the road. 
 
As with all other City of Eugene park natural areas, 
the Property will be open to the public year-round. 

 

 

II. Property Description 
 

Acreage of Property and Easement 193 

Location 

TRS and tax lot 

 

 

 

Legal Description 

 

TRS:  Township 18S, Range 4W, Sections 13, 24  

Map Number -Tax lot:  

18041300-1703, 18041300-3800, 18041300-3801, 
18042400-200, 18042400-201 
 
See last page of Section II.  

Physical Setting 

General Description and Adjacent Land 
Uses 

The Property is bordered on the north by Blanton Road, 
and is surrounded immediately and generally by 
forestland, grassland, and rural residential development. 
Denser development associated with residential areas in 
the City of Eugene is found in small pockets to the east 
of the site. The City lies mainly to the north of the site, 
and the current urban growth boundary is within one-
half mile of the site’s eastern boundary. 

Ownership History 

  

The Property is owned by South Eugene Meadows, LLC, 
with ownership anticipated to transfer to the City of 
Eugene by the end of December 2011. Under South 
Eugene Meadows LLC ownership, the Property has been 
managed for natural land cover and conservation, 
including invasive shrub and tree removal, although no 
land management activities have occurred at the site for 
several years. 
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Present Land Use 

Zoning (approx. acres) 

 

 

 

Current Land Cover Type (approx. acres)  

 
Zoning (Lane County) Current Use Acres 

F2, Impacted Forest Land  Forestry/ Natural 31 
ML, Marginal Lands Forestry/ Natural 160 
RR10, Rural Residential Forestry/ Natural 2 

 
Upland prairie/ pasture – 52 acres 
Wet prairie/pasture – 1.4 acres 
Savanna – 21 acres 
Oak woodland or forest  – 31 acres 
Oak-conifer woodland or forest  – 26 acres 
Riparian woodland or forest – 5.6 acres 
Conifer forest – 47 acres 
Power line right-of-way – 9 acres 

Existing Development 

Encumbrances, Improvements, and 
Structures on Property 

One major BPA power line corridor crosses east to west 
through the center of the Property, with a graveled 
access road. There are a few short dirt roads in various 
locations on the interior of the Property that have not 
been recently used and in places are becoming 
revegetated. The Property boundaries are generally 
fenced, with the exception of the northern section near 
Blanton Road and the northeast boundary. Most are in 
good shape; however, some are in disrepair. 

 
 

Conservation Values 

The 193-acre South Eugene Meadows site is situated in the hills south of Eugene, Oregon, on an 
extended flank of Spencer Butte and adjacent to an area experiencing increasing rural residential 
development. The Conservation Values on the Property include priority habitats and species and 
headwater streams and habitats. Priority habitats are a mix of prairie, savanna, oak woodland, riparian 
forest, and coniferous forest which are important in maintaining healthy and viable populations of 
native plants and wildlife. On-site prairies support populations of spurred lupine and federally-
threatened Kincaid’s lupine (Lupinus sulphureaus ssp. kincaidii) and nectar species used by the adult 
Fender’s Blue butterfly, a federally endangered species. Oak savanna and woodland on the Property are 
part of a large block of habitat that is important for a variety of declining and native plant and wildlife 
species. These systems provide suitable habitat for many migratory and resident bird species of 
concern. Riparian forests and headwater streams contribute to water quality and healthy watershed 
function of Spencer Creek.  
 
Protection and restoration of prairie, savanna, oak woodlands, riparian forests, and headwater streams 
have been identified as critical conservation needs in the Willamette Basin and Willamette Valley by 
Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board, the Northwest Power and Conservation Council, Oregon 
Department of Fish and Wildlife, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, The Nature Conservancy, and other 
conservation groups and researchers. City of Eugene intends to restore the Property from its current 
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condition, where 53% of the Property supports priority ecological systems, to a condition where over 
70% of the Property supports priority ecological systems. The restoration activities will be developed via 
the management planning process. 
 
The site also provides key habitat and recreational connections between Eugene’s 1,400-acre Ridgeline 
Park System and the 3,000-acre nationally-acclaimed West Eugene Wetlands. This project is a 
component of a multi-year, partnership effort to conserve critically imperiled habitat types identified as 
high priority in multiple conservation studies.  
 

Ecological systems: 
Five OWEB-priority systems are known to be present on the South Eugene Meadows property and will 
benefit from this project: 

 Upland prairie - 52 acres 

 Wet prairie - 1.4 acres 

 Oak savanna – 21 acres 

 Oak woodland – 31 acres 

 Riparian forest - 5.6 acres 
 

At-risk plant communities: 
Three OWEB-priority plant communities are known to occur on the Property and will benefit from this 
project. Five additional priority communities may be present on the site and will be searched for and if 
found, documented during field surveys of the Property. 
 
Known OWEB-priority communities: 

 Roemer fescue valley prairie  

 White oak/poison oak/blue wildrye  

 White oak - black oak/poison oak  
 
Likely to occur OWEB-priority communities:  

 White oak/snowberry/sword fern 

 Oregon ash/Dewey sedge - stinging nettle 

 Oregon ash/spreading rush 

 White oak/Roemer’s fescue savanna  

 California oatgrass valley grassland 

Species:  
Three OWEB-priority species are known to occur on the Property, up to nine more may use the site, and 
all twelve will benefit from this project. This project may also benefit several additional at-risk and 
declining native plant and wildlife species, as well as more commonly occurring native species. 
Examples of these include spurred lupine (Lupinus arbustus), Hitchcocks’s blue-eyed grass (Sisyrinchium 
hitchcockii), and Roemer’s fescue (Festuca reomeri). 
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Documented OWEB-priority species: 

 White-breasted Nuthatch  

 Western Gray Squirrel  

 Kincaid's lupine (Lupinus sulphureaus ssp. kincaidii) 
 
Likely to occur OWEB-priority species:  

 White-topped Aster 

 Wayside Aster  

 Willamette Valley Daisy  

 Yellow Warbler  

 Chipping Sparrow  

 Oregon Vesper Sparrow  

 Western Meadowlark  

 Red-legged Frog  

 Fender's Blue Butterfly 

 
Healthy Watershed Function 
In addition to ecological systems and species the site also contains headwater streams that ultimately 
flow into Spencer Creek, a tributary of Coyote Creek. A narrow forested riparian corridor is present on 
each headwater area. Preserving the integrity of these headwaters, including vegetation cover and 
surrounding natural land use, and preventing erosion and downcutting will benefit water quality in the 
streams they feed by helping to maintain temperature and sediment load. 
 
Threats to Conservation Values 

Armenian blackberry, Scotch broom, Canada thistle, tall oatgrass, ox-eye daisy, meadow knapweed, 
and shining geranium, all highly invasive species, are present on the site. Conservation treatments 
undertaken by the previous landowner resulted in a significant reduction in Armenian blackberry and 
Scotch broom, however a seed bank for these species is still present, and they are becoming re-
established in areas. All of these species are a threat to the integrity of the Property’s ecological 
systems, as each is capable of forming dense infestations, crowding out native species and ultimately 
reducing biodiversity.  
 
Off-trail hiking can trample sensitive vegetation, dogs can harm ground-nesting birds and other wildlife, 
unauthorized hunting can impact native ungulates, and use of horses on the Property can cause soil 
disturbance and exacerbate the Property’s invasive plant problems. Although OWEB supports 
recreation and education at the Property and the City intends to provide passive recreational 
opportunities at the site (as resources become available), careful planning is needed to balance these 
objectives while minimizing their effects on the site’s conservation values. A management plan will be 
developed for the site that will address the siting and extent of recreational facilities such as trails, and 
will describe permissible human activities. 
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III. Maps and Photographs  

 
Photographs by:  Emily Steel and Amy Soriano      Camera: Canon PowerShot A720 IS, no zoom 
Date: August 22, 2011        
 
Four photos were taken at each photopoint. Photos were taken in the cardinal directions, unless features to be documented would not 
be well represented. In those cases, most commonly the ordinal directions were used. In all cases the general compass direction and 
corresponding azimuth are provided. Most photos were taken in a horizontal orientation, but forest photos may be vertical. 
 
Photo 
Point 

Number 
Description of Photo Point Location Description of Photo Content Direction Azimuth 

UTM 
Easting 

UTM 
Northing 

GPS 
Accuracy 

(ft) 

SEM-1 

At top of rise in savanna along 
southern Property boundary. Spurred 
lupine occurs here. Point located 30 
feet NE of two Oregon white oaks in 
the southern portion of the savanna. 

Northern tree has three stems. 

Oregon white oak savanna, showing edge. NE 45 

490399 4871160 20 

Savanna with oaks; fence on s. Property line 
present but barely visible due to tall grass. 

SE 135 

Savanna showing oak used for photo point 
reference. 

SW 225 

Savanna, including patch of Canada thistle and 
tansy ragwort, looking in direction of spurred 
lupine (not visible due to time of year and tall 

vegetation). 

NW 315 

SEM-2 

In center of prairie. 3 Oregon white 
oaks forming one large canopy are 

approx. 60 ft from point in the 
direction N 20° E, and approx. 50 ft 

from double-stem Oregon white oak 
at N 150° E. Point roughly in line with 
a Douglas fir to east of the two oaks. 

Prairie with tarweed, showing Oregon white oak 
and in background, riparian woodland. 

N 0 

490222 4871196 13 

Prairie showing small Douglas fir and forest in 
background. 

E 90 

Prairie looking at southern Property boundary 
showing fence. 

S 180 

Prairie, showing riparian forest corridor. W 270 

SEM-3 
Adjacent to headwater stream 

channel and Oregon white oak tree 
marked with blue tag #1280. 

Representative area of riparian forest corridor. 
Headwater stream channel shows in NE & SW 

photos. 

NE 45 

490186 4871284 17 
SE 135 

SW 225 

NW 315 
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Photo 
Point 

Number 
Description of Photo Point Location Description of Photo Content Direction Azimuth 

UTM 
Easting 

UTM 
Northing 

GPS 
Accuracy 

(ft) 

SEM-4 
On top of small knoll in western 

portion of upland prairie. 

Prairie and oak showing fir on left and hawthorn 
shrub on right.  

N 0 

489852 4871305 11 

Prairie with Spencer Butte in background and old 
fence in center (may be hard to see in photo). 

E 90 

Prairie looking downslope to oak woodland. S 180 

Prairie showing two tall Ponderosa pine which 
mark the Property boundary. 

W 270 

SEM-5 

Middle of stand along a foot path that 
runs east-west, between an approx. 8 
in. DBH Douglas fir and 8 in. and 20 in. 

DBH Douglas firs. 

Representative area of forest, showing old 
stumps and small diameter Douglas fir. 

N 0 

489946 4871441 19 
E 90 

S 180 

W 270 

SEM-6 

In savanna near cluster of 30-50 ft. 
tall Douglas fir and Oregon white oak 

trees.  
 

From photo point:  
8 in. DBH Douglas fir is at N 15° E. 

Oregon ash with three stems is 60 ft. 
away in dir. N 60° E. 

100-ft. Ponderosa pine surrounded by 
small ash is N 95° E. 

Douglas fir and Ponderosa pine. N 0 

490215 4871367 18 

Savanna, showing Oregon ash tree that is a 
reference tree for the point location. 

E 90 

Looking south toward riparian forest corridor. S 180 

Oregon ash and Ponderosa pine trees and 
approx. 100 ft. tall Ponderosa pine. 

W 270 

SEM-7 
On BPA ROW just off access road on 
north side. Approx. 100 ft. west of 

transmission towers. 

ROW showing access road heading east and 2 of 
3 transmission towers (one metal, one wooden). 

NE 60 

490328 4871495 13 

Prairie showing Armenian blackberry in 
foreground with Oregon white oak woodland in 

background. 
S 180 

BPA ROW showing access road heading west. SW 245 

Looking upslope into BPA ROW showing 
Armenian blackberry and poison oak in 
foreground and forest in background. 

NW 315 
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Photo 
Point 

Number 
Description of Photo Point Location Description of Photo Content Direction Azimuth 

UTM 
Easting 

UTM 
Northing 

GPS 
Accuracy 

(ft) 

SEM-8 

20 ft. south of access road on BPA 
easement, midway between the poles 
adjacent to SEM-9 and the next set of 
poles to the east, in a small drainage 
just east of Oregon white oak trees. 

Looking uphill, showing poison oak. N 0 

490048 4871516 10 

Photo in area of Kincaid’s lupine (lupine not 
visible due to time of year and small stature of 

plants). Shows downed trees. Amy S. in photo for 
reference to lupine location. 

NE 68 

Looking downhill from photopoint. A few 
Kincaid’s lupine plants are located in this photo, 

but not discernable due Armenian blackberry 
and tall grass.  

S 180 

Oregon white oak and poison oak in drainage. W 270 

SEM-9 

On BPA easement, toward western 
portion of Property. Approx. 30 ft. 

from pole EA2 82A, coated in 
creosote. 

Looking north into Property at Oregon white oak 
(savanna behind treeline). 

N 0 

489921 4871523 11 

BPA corridor showing transmission lines, looking 
east and showing pole referenced in point 

location. 
E 90 

Looking south into Property at Douglas fir forest. S 180 

BPA corridor showing transmission lines, looking 
west. 

W 270 

SEM-10 
Conifer woodland/forest north of 

point SEM-9.  

Old road in center of photo, somewhat 
overgrown with vegetation. 

N 0 

489894 4871698 18 

Looking into forest. E 90 

Old road in center of photo, looking south 
toward savanna. 

S 180 

Forest with gentle hill, rocks at surface. W 270 
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Photo 
Point 

Number 
Description of Photo Point Location Description of Photo Content Direction Azimuth 

UTM 
Easting 

UTM 
Northing 

GPS 
Accuracy 

(ft) 

SEM-11 

In upland prairie with known spurred 
lupine population. Photo point in 

southcentral part of prairie, in or near 
lupine patches. 

Upland prairie showing invasion by Scotch broom 
and Ponderosa pine. 

N 0 

489882 4871794 12 

Upland prairie looking toward spurred lupine 
patch (not visible due to time of year and dense 

grasses). 
NE 45 

Southern edge of upland prairie looking at 
Douglas fir forest. 

S 180 

Looking uphill toward area where another 
spurred lupine patch is located. 

W 270 

SEM-12 
In upland prairie, approx. 30 ft. west 
of large serviceberry and 50 ft. south 

of cascara tree. 

Upland prairie showing encroachment by 
Douglas fir, cascara in foreground. 

N 0 

489970 4871803 13 

Upland prairie with serviceberry in foreground 
and oak woodland from SEM-13 in background. 

E 90 

Representative photo of upland prairie. S 180 

Upland prairie looking toward SEM-11, showing 
encroaching Douglas fir. 

W 270 

SEM-13 
Oak woodland. Photo point in north 

end adjacent to small, rocky pit. 
Representative photos of Oregon white oak 

woodland. 

N 0 

490047 4871775 18 
E 90 

S 180 

W 270 

SEM-14 

Oregon white oak woodland. Photo 
point on top of high knoll, adjacent to 

three 6 in. DBH oaks with pink and 
blue flagging wrapped around them. 

Representative photos of Oregon white oak 
woodland; look closely to note different age 

classes of trees as discernable by differences in 
DBH. West photo shows two trees w/blue 

flagging that are described in point reference. 

N 0 

490313 4871662 22 
E 90 

S 180 

W 270 
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Photo 
Point 

Number 
Description of Photo Point Location Description of Photo Content Direction Azimuth 

UTM 
Easting 

UTM 
Northing 

GPS 
Accuracy 

(ft) 

SEM-15 

In middle of savanna.  
Photo point forms triangle with 

Ponderosa pine sapling and Oregon 
ash tree. Ash with 3 stems is 30 ft. 

from point at N 135 °E and Ponderosa 
pine is approx. 25 ft. south of point. 

Fence line on eastern Property boundary. NE 60 

490545 4871835 16 

Savanna, showing Oregon ash and Oregon white 
oak. 

SE 135 

Border of woodland. SW 225 

Oak savanna. NW 315 

SEM-16 

Upland prairie, along footpath that 
runs near old taxlot line. Point is 

approx. 25 ft. from (and south of) two 
Oregon white oaks with a portion of 
old wire fence strung between them. 

Upland prairie with Armenian blackberry. N 0 

490188 4871921 14 

Upland prairie showing encroaching Douglas fir. E 90 

Upland prairie showing large, open grown 
Oregon white oak and encroaching Douglas fir. 

S 180 

Upland prairie with Oregon white oak and mixed 
conifer/hardwood woodland in background. 

Former road location visible as opening in tree 
canopy but road itself overgrown with grass. 

W 270 

SEM-17 
Oak-ash woodland. Point approx. 100 

ft. NE of channel, halfway between 
prairie and channel. 

Representative photos of oak-ash woodland. 

N 0 

490466 4871739 21 
E 90 

S 180 

W 270 

SEM-18 
Centrally located in stand on top of 

small rise. 
Representative photos of mixed 

conifer/hardwood woodland. 

N 0 

490078 4871958 22 
E 90 

S 180 

W 270 
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Photo 
Point 

Number 
Description of Photo Point Location Description of Photo Content Direction Azimuth 

UTM 
Easting 

UTM 
Northing 

GPS 
Accuracy 

(ft) 

SEM-19 

In open prairie in tall grass, on edge of 
a patch of Canada thistle and within 

scattered Scotch broom. 
From point: Approx. 30 ft. to 

hawthorn at N 80° E, 50 ft. to Oregon 
white oak at N 22° W, and west 60 ft. 

to fruit tree. 

Representative photos of this area of upland 
prairie, showing dense grass, Scotch broom and 

Canada thistle. 

N 0 

489937 4872263 12 

E 90 

S 180 

W 270 

SEM-20 

NW corner of Douglas fir forest. Point 
in area with very large (>24”) DBH 

Douglas fir trees, and approx. 10 ft. 
east of 5 firs ringed with pink flagging, 

just SE of opening in canopy. From 
point, approx. 20 ft. in the direction N 

130° E to a >30 in. DBH Douglas fir 
with two boles midway up tree. 

Looking out of forest with very large DBH Oregon 
white oak in background. 

N 0 

489797 4872291 21 

Representative photo of Douglas fir forest 
showing large diameter coarse woody debris. 

E 90 

Forest; very large DBH Douglas fir in photo point 
reference shows at left edge of photo. 

SE 130 

Group of five Douglas fir with pink flagging. SW 236 

SEM-21 

Upland prairie near Blanton Rd. Point 
south of depressional area and in line 
with large multi-stem Oregon white 
oak along road and hawthorn shrub 
to south, which is approx. 50 ft from 

pt. at N 155° E. 

Representative shots of upland prairie. N point 
shows depressional area seasonally wet in 

spring. 

N 0 

489970 4872402 12 

E 90 

S 180 

W 270 

SEM-22 

In northern riparian headwater 
corridor. Point is between two small 
channels. Point is approx. 100 ft. due 

south of Douglas fir and Oregon ash in 
the prairie to the north. 

Representative shots of riparian forest. N & S 
photos show the small channels, somewhat 

obscured by vegetation. 

N 0 

489920 4872046 18 
E 90 

S 180 

W 270 

SEM-23 

Top of knoll on eastern side of stand. 
Surrounded by Oregon white oaks 
with faded red paint on them at 

breast height. From pt., a 24 in. DBH 
Douglas-fir with orange and yellow 
flagging on it is approx. 80 ft. in the 

direction N 153° E.  

Representative shots of mixed conifer/hardwood 
woodland. S photo shows native bunchgrasses in 

understory. 

N 0 

489949 4872117 21 

E 90 

S 180 

W 270 
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Photo 
Point 

Number 
Description of Photo Point Location Description of Photo Content Direction Azimuth 

UTM 
Easting 

UTM 
Northing 

GPS 
Accuracy 

(ft) 

SEM-24 

In center of woodland.  
Approx. 100 ft. from a 24 in. DBH 

Oregon white oak between two fence 
lines due NW (N 45° W) of point. 

Representative photos of oak woodland. NW 
photo shows fenceline along western Property 

boundary. 

NE 45 

489770 4872058 16 

SE 135 

SW 225 

NW 315 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 1 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 2 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 3 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 4 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 5 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 6 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 7 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 8 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 9 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 10 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 11 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 12 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 13 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 14 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 15 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 16 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 17 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 18 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 19 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 20 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 21 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 22 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 23 
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South Eugene Meadows – Photo Point 24 
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Photopoint Map 
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Ecological Systems Map 
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IV. LANDOWNER ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF PROPERTY CONDITION 
 
By checking each box below and by signing this document, the undersigned accept and 
acknowledge that this report is an accurate representation of the Property as of the date of the 
report. 
 

 No substance defined, listed, or otherwise classified pursuant to any federal, state, or local law, 
regulation, or requirement as hazardous, toxic, polluting, or otherwise contaminating to the air, water, 
or soil, or in any way harmful or threatening to human health or the environment exists or has been 
released, generated, treated, stored, used, disposed of, deposited, abandoned, or transported in, on, 
from, or across the Property; 
 

 There are no underground storage tanks located on the Property, whether presently in service or 
closed, abandoned, or decommissioned, and no underground storage tanks have been removed from 
the Property in a manner not in compliance with applicable federal, state, and local laws, regulations, 
and requirements; 
 

 Grantor and the Property are in compliance with all federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and 
requirements applicable to the Property and its use; 
 

 There is no pending or threatened litigation in any way affecting, involving, or relating to the 
Property; 
 

 No civil or criminal proceedings or investigations have been instigated at any time or are now 
pending, and no notices, claims, demands, or orders have been received, arising out of any violation or 
alleged violation of, or failure to comply with, any federal, state, or local law, regulation, or requirement 
applicable to the Property or its use, nor do there exist any facts or circumstances that OWEB might 
reasonably expect to form the basis for any such proceedings, investigations, notices, claims, demands, 
or orders. 
 

 There are no liens or easements on the Property that would allow activities inconsistent 
with protection of the Conservation Values. 
 
 
LANDOWNER 
 
Signature:  Date:      
 Johnny R. Medlin 
 Director, Parks and Open Space Division 
 City of Eugene 
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ACCEPTANCE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
OF 

BASELINE INVENTORY DOCUMENTATION 
 

 
The undersigned hereby accept and acknowledge that the Baseline Inventory Documentation for the 
South Eugene Meadows Conservation Easement, Lane County, Oregon, prepared by Emily Steel of the 
City of Eugene and dated August 23, 2011, is an accurate representation of the Property as of the date 
of the grant of the Easement. The undersigned have received copies of the Baseline Inventory 
Documentation. 
 
 
Landowner 
 
 
 
__________________________    _____________________ 
Name: Johnny R. Medlin       Date 
Director, Parks and Open Space Division 
City of Eugene 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board 
 
 
 
__________________________    _____________________ 
Name:  Thomas M. Byler     Date 
Executive Director 
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WILLAMETTE VALLEY  

FOCAL CONSERVATION SPECIES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Willamette Valley/Subbasin Focal Conservation Species 

  
 

Note: Bold italicized species are confirmed on site, italicized species are found nearby, suspected, or likely on the site but have not yet been documented, and species listed in 
regular font are not found on the site. Table Source (adapted and updated for this plan): Primozich and Bastasch 2004, WV Subbasin Plan, Terrestrial Appendix, Table 9. 

  U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service 

Oregon Department of 
Fish & Wildlife/ 
Oregon Dept. of 

Agriculture 

Willamette 
Restoration Initiative 

–  NW Power & 
Conservation Council 

Oregon Watershed 
Enhancement Board/ 
Oregon Biodiversity 
Information Center 

Partners in Flight 
Native Plant 
Society of 
Oregon 

 
 

ESA Status &  
Recovery Plans 
LE, LT, C and SoC 

(2012) 

Oregon Conservation 
Strategy, WV (2006) & 

State Status  
LE, LT, C, SV, SC (2012) 

Willamette 
 Subbasin Plan 

(2004) 

ORBIC Rare, T & E 
Species List (2010), 

OWEB 
WV Ecological Priorities 

(2004) 

Landbird 
Conservation 

Strategy, Lowlands 
and Valleys of W. 
OR and WA (2000) 

Emerald Valley 
Ch. Rare & 
Endangered 
Vascular Plant 
List (2009) 

Upland 
Prairie, 
Savanna, 
Rock 
Outcrops, 
and 
Herbaceous 
Balds 

Fender’s Blue Butterfly 
Oregon Vesper Sparrow 
Streaked Horned Lark 
Western Pond Turtle 
Camas Pocket Gopher 
 
Golden Paintbrush 
Hitchcock’s Blue‐eyed 
Grass 

Howell’s Bentgrass 
Kincaid’s Lupine 
Oregon Sullivantia 
Peacock Larkspur 
Shaggy Horkelia 
Thin‐leaved Peavine 
Wayside Aster 
White‐topped Aster 
Willamette Daisy 
Willamette Valley 
Larkspur 

Fender’s Blue Butterfly 
Taylor’s Checkerspot 
Butterfly 

Common Nighthawk 
Grasshopper Sparrow 
Oregon Vesper Sparrow 
Short‐eared Owl 
Slender‐billed Nuthatch 
Streaked Horned Lark 
Western Bluebird 
Western Meadowlark 
Western Rattlesnake 
 
Golden Paintbrush 
Howell’s Bentgrass* 
Howell’s Montia* 
Kincaid’s Lupine 
Meadow Checkermallow* 
Oregon Bolandra* 
Oregon Sullivantia* 
Peacock Larkspur 
Shaggy Horkelia* 
Wayside Aster 
White‐topped Aster 
White Rock Larkspur* 
Willamette Daisy 
Willamette Valley Larkspur 

Fender’s Blue Butterfly 
Taylor’s Checkerspot 
American Kestrel 
Horned Lark 
Vesper Sparrow 
Western Meadowlark 
Western Rattlesnake 
Black‐tailed Jackrabbit 
 
Golden Paintbrush 
Kincaid’s Lupine 
White‐topped Aster 
White Rock Larkspur 
 

Fender’s Blue Butterfly 
Taylor’s Checkerspot 
American Kestrel 
Bullock’s Oriole 
Common Nighthawk 
Grasshopper Sparrow 
Streaked Horned Lark 
Northern Harrier 
Oregon Vesper Sparrow 
Short‐eared Owl 
Western Meadowlark 
White‐breasted Nuthatch 
Western Rattlesnake 
Black‐tailed Jackrabbit 
Camas Pocket Gopher 
 
Golden Paintbrush 
Hitchcock’s Blue‐eyed 
Grass 

Howell’s Bentgrass 
Kincaid’s Lupine 
Gorman’s Iris 
Oregon Sullivantia 
Peacock Larkspur 
Shaggy Horkelia 
Thin‐leaved Peavine 
Thompson’s Mistmaiden 
Wayside Aster 
White‐topped Aster 
White Rock Larkspur 
Willamette Daisy 
Willamette Valley Larkspur 

American Kestrel 
Grasshopper Sparrow 
Lewis’ Woodpecker 
Northern Harrier 
Oregon Vesper Sparrow 
Streaked Horned Lark 
Western Meadowlark 

Howell’s Bentgrass 
Prairie Threeawn 

 
 

Deltoid Balsamroot 
Willamette Valley 
Larkspur 

Peacock Larkspur 
Willamette Daisy 
Wayside Aster 
Thin‐leaved 
Peavine 

Slender woodland 
star 

Fleshy Lupine 
Bicolored Lupine 
Kincaid’s Lupine 
Howell’s Montia 
Grass widows 
Racemed 
goldenweed 

Thompson’s 
Mistmaiden 

Rigid White‐topped 
Aster 

Hitchcock’s Blue‐
eyed Grass 

Wooly head clover 



Willamette Valley/Subbasin Focal Conservation Species 

  
 

  U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service 

Oregon Department of 
Fish & Wildlife/ 
Oregon Dept. of 

Agriculture 

Willamette 
Restoration Initiative 

–  NW Power & 
Conservation Council 

Oregon Watershed 
Enhancement Board/ 
Oregon Biodiversity 
Information Center 

Partners in Flight 
Native Plant 
Society of 
Oregon 

Wetland 
Prairie  

Northwestern Pond 
Turtle 

 
Bradshaw’s Lomatium 
Hitchcock’s Blue‐eyed 
Grass 

Nelson’s 
Checkermallow 

Peacock larkspur 
Shaggy Horkelia 
White‐topped Aster 
Willamette Daisy 

Northwestern Pond Turtle 
Western Meadowlark 
 
Bradshaw’s Desert Parsley 
Hitchcock’s Blue‐eyed 
Grass  

Howell’s Montia* 
Meadow Checkermallow* 
Nelson’s Checkermallow 
Peacock Larkspur 
Shaggy Horkelia* 
Willamette Daisy 
White‐topped Aster 

Dunlin 
Common Yellowthroat 
Northern Harrier 
Western Meadowlark 
 
Bradshaw’s Lomatium 
Peacock larkspur 
Nelson’s Checkermallow 
Willamette Daisy  

Dunlin 
Western Meadowlark 
 
Bradshaw’s Lomatium 
Hitchcock’s Blue‐eyed 
Grass 

Nelson’s Checkermallow 
Peacock larkspur 
Shaggy Horkelia 
White‐topped Aster 
Willamette Daisy 
Willamette Navarretia 

Grasshopper Sparrow 
Northern Harrier 
Streaked Horned Lark 
Western Meadowlark 

Duchesne  
narrowleaf 
milkweed 

Timwort 
Willamette Daisy 
Shaggy Horkelia 
Bradshaw’s 
lomatium 

Willamette 
navarretia 

California 
broomrape 

Rigid White‐topped 
Aster 

Meadow 
Checkermallow 

Hitchcock’s Blue‐
eyed Grass 

Western hedge 
parsley 

Oak 
Woodland 

Acorn Woodpecker 
Lewis’ Woodpecker 
Townsend’s Big‐eared 
Bat 

 
Thin‐leaved Peavine 
Wayside Aster 
White‐topped Aster 
White Rock Larkspur 
Willamette Valley 
Larkspur 

Acorn Woodpecker 
Chipping Sparrow 
Lewis’ Woodpecker 
Slender‐billed Nuthatch 
Western Bluebird 
California Myotis 
Townsend’s Big‐eared Bat 
Western Gray Squirrel 
 
Wayside Aster 
White‐topped Aster 
White Rock Larkspur* 
Willamette Valley Larkspur 

Acorn woodpecker 
Chipping sparrow 
Western Wood‐pewee 
White‐breasted 
Nuthatch 
Southern Alligator Lizard 
Sharptail Snake 
Western Gray Squirrel 

Acorn Woodpecker 
Chipping Sparrow  
Lewis’ Woodpecker 
Western Bluebird 
White‐Breasted Nuthatch 
Sharptail Snake 
Red Tree Vole 
Townsend’s Big‐eared Bat 
Western Gray Squirrel 
 
Howell’s bentgrass 
Thin‐leaved Peavine 
Wayside Aster 
White Rock Larkspur 
White‐topped Aster 
Willamette Valley Larkspur 

Acorn Woodpecker 
Bewick’s Wren 
Bushtit 
Chipping Sparrow 
Western Wood‐pewee 
White‐Breasted 
Nuthatch 

 
 
 
 
 
Deltoid balsamroot 
Wayside Aster 
 



Willamette Valley/Subbasin Focal Conservation Species 

  
 

  U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service 

Oregon Department of 
Fish & Wildlife/ 
Oregon Dept. of 

Agriculture 

Willamette 
Restoration Initiative 

–  NW Power & 
Conservation Council 

Oregon Watershed 
Enhancement Board/ 
Oregon Biodiversity 
Information Center 

Partners in Flight 
Native Plant 
Society of 
Oregon 

Riparian 
Woodland/ 
Forest  

Northern Red‐legged 
Frog 

Bald Eagle 
Northern Red‐legged Frog 
 
Columbia Cress* 
Tall Bugbane 

Green Heron 
Red‐eyed Vireo 
Yellow Warbler 

Yellow Warbler 
Northern Red‐legged Frog 
 
Columbia Cress 

Downy Woodpecker 
Red‐eyed Vireo 
Swainson’s Thrush 
Yellow Warbler 

Tall Bugbane 

Coniferous 
Forests and 
Woodlands  

Townsend’s Big‐eared 
Bat 

Band‐tailed Pigeon 
Olive‐sided Flycatcher  
 
 

California Myotis 
Townsend’s Big‐eared Bat 
Western Gray Squirrel 
Red Tree Vole 
 
Tall Bugbane 
Wayside Aster 

Great Gray Owl 
Marbled Murrelet 
Northern Spotted Owl 
Olive‐sided Flycatcher 
Pileated Woodpecker 
Vaux’s Swift 
Oregon Slender 
Salamander 

Red Tree Vole 
American Marten 
Townsend’s Big‐eared 
Bat 

Red Tree Vole 
Townsend’s Big‐eared Bat 
Western Gray Squirrel 
Band‐tailed Pigeon 
Olive‐sided Flycatcher 
 
Northern Red‐legged Frog 
 

 

Tall Bugbane 
Beautiful Shooting 
star 

Elegant rein orchid 
Suksdorf’s piperia 

*Plant species with Candidate status on the Oregon Department of Agriculture’s Threatened & Endangered Species list are not Conservation Strategy Species. 
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SALIX	ASSOCIATES	 2010	 

  
MEISEN PROPERTY • BIODIVERSITY SURVEY LIST • 2010 • B. NEWHOUSE  

Vascular Plants of the Meisen Property 
T18S R04W Sections 13, 24; Lane County, Oregon 

UTM Centroid: 490140mE, 4871646mN (WGS 84); Radius: 1/2 mile 
Field Inventories: June – August 2010 (B. Newhouse) 

Nomenclature Follows the Lane County Checklist and Oregon Flora Project (http://www.oregonflora.org/atlas.php) 
 

(Note: Original list updated with 3 plant species and 1 bird species observed in 2012 by City of Eugene staff in preparation of management plan.) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Abbr.  Habitat  Notes
WP  Wet Prairie  Some up near Blanton Road, some in the south portion. 

UP  Upland Prairie  Most is south of power line, some is in northern section. 

OS  Oak Savanna  Fringes of prairies.

OW  Oak Woodland or Forest  Mostly in central section of site.

MW  Mixed Woodland or Forest  Various portions of site.

RI  Riparian  Mostly the major creek, but also the tiny trib south of the northern entrance.

DI  Disturbed  Includes vernal areas and marshes in BPA ROW.

 
Key:  N/E = Native/Exotic; R/I = Rare/Invasive 
 
 
 
 
 

FLORISTICS  Native 
(Rare) 

Exotic 
(Invasive)

TOTAL 
Species

Trees  12 (0)  4 (2) 16

Shrubs & Small Trees  15 (0)  9 (6) 24

Forbs   108 (3)  57 (17) 165

Grasses, Sedges & Rushes  36 (0)  26 (10) 62

Ferns  5 (0)  0 (0) 5

TOTAL  176  96 272
%  65  35 100
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Latin Name  Common Name  N/
E  R/I WP UP OS  OW 

MW RI D Comments 

Trees                       

Abies grandis  Grand Fir  N           x       

Acer macrophyllum   Bigleaf Maple  N           x  x     

Alnus rubra  Red Alder  N             x     

Arbutus menziesii  Pacific Madrone  N         x  x       

Calocedrus decurrens  Incense‐Cedar  N       x  x  x  x     

Fraxinus latifolia  Oregon Ash  N             x     

Pinus ponderosa  Ponderosa Pine  N       x  x  x       

Populus trichocarpa  Black Cottonwood  N             x  x   

Prunus avium   Sweet Cherry  E  I        x  x      Invasive in hardwood forests 
Prunus cerasifera  Flowering Plum  E          x         
Prunus domestica   Common Garden Plum  E          x         
Pyrus communis  Domestic Pear  E  I      x           
Pseudotsuga menziesii var. menziesii  Douglas Fir  N         x  x  x    Overtops Oregon white oak 

Quercus garryana var. garryana  Oregon White Oak  N     x  x  x  x       

Quercus kelloggii  California Black Oak  N         x  x       

Rhamnus purshiana   Cascara  N           x       

                       

                       

Shrubs, Vines, Small Trees                        

Amelanchier alnifolia var. semiintegrifolia   Serviceberry  N       x  x  x       

Berberis aquifolium  Tall Oregongrape  N       x  x         

Corylus cornuta var. californica   California Hazelnut  N       x  x  x       

Cotoneaster franchetii  Franchet’s Cotoneaster  E          x  x       
Crataegus monogyna   English Hawthorn  E  I      x  x        Invades prairie, savanna, forest 
Crataegus suksdorfii  Suksdorf’s Hawthorn  N       x  x         

Cytisus scoparius  Scot’s Broom  E  I      x  x      x   
Holodiscus discolor   Creambush Oceanspray  N       x  x         

Ilex aquifolium   English Holly  E  I          x      Invades forest understory 
Malus × domestica  Domestic Apple  E      x  x    x       
Malus fusca  Pacific Crabapple  N             x     
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MEISEN PROPERTY • BIODIVERSITY SURVEY LIST • 2010 • B. NEWHOUSE  

Latin Name  Common Name  N/
E  R/I WP UP OS  OW 

MW RI D Comments 

Oemleria cerasiformis   Osoberry  N         x  x  x     

Physocarpus capitatus  Ninebark  N             x     

Pyracantha sp.  Firethorn  E    x               
Ribes divaricatum  Straggly Gooseberry  N             x     

Rosa eglanteria   Sweetbrier Rose  E  I    x  x          Invades prairie, savanna 
Rosa nutkana   Nootka Rose  N   x  x        x     

Rubus bifrons  Himalayan Blackberry  E  I                Widespread invasive  
Rubus laciniatus  Evergreen Blackberry  E  I              x   
Rubus ursinus   Pacific Dewberry  N           x  x     

Salix hookeriana  Hooker’s Willow  N               x  BPA ROW marshes 

Symphoricarpos albus var. laevigatus   Common Snowberry  N         x  x  x     

Toxicodendron diversilobum   Poison Oak  N         x  x       

Viburnum ellipticum  Oval‐leaved Viburnum  N             x     

Forbs                       

Achillea millefolium   Yarrow  N     x  x           

Adenocaulon bicolor   Pathfinder  N           x       

Anisocarpus madiodes  Woodland Tarweed  N         x         

Anthemis cotula  Dog Fennel  E                x   
Anthriscus caucalis   Bur Chervil  E            x       
Apocynum androsaemifolium  Spreading Dogbane  N         x         

Aquilegia Formosa  Western Columbine  N             x     

Asclepias speciosa  Showy Milkweed  N     x             

Balsamorhiza deltoidea  Deltoid Balsamroot  N R      x          Scarce in Willamette Valley 

Bellis perennis  English Daisy  E                x   
Brodiaea elegans ssp. hooveri  Elegant Brodiaea  N     x  x           

Calochortus tolmiei   Tolmie’s Cat’s Ear  N     x             

Calypso bulbosa  Calypso Orchid  N           x       

Calystegia atriplicifolia ssp. atriplicifolia  Night‐blooming Morning Glory N     x  x           

Camassia quamash ssp. maxima  Great Camas  N   x               

Castilleja tenuis  Annual White Paintbrush  N   x               

Centaurea × moncktonii  Meadow Knapweed  E  I    x             
Centaureum erythraea  Common Centaury  E    x            x   
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MEISEN PROPERTY • BIODIVERSITY SURVEY LIST • 2010 • B. NEWHOUSE  
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Centunculus minimus  Chaffweed  E                x   

Cerastium glomeratum   Sticky Chickweed  E                x   
Cichorium intybus  Common Chicory  E                x   
Circaea alpina   Enchanter’s Nightshade  N           x       

Cirsium arvense   Canada Thistle  E  I              x   
Cirsium vulgare   Bull Thistle  E                x   
Clarkia purpurea ssp. quadrivulnera  Small‐flowered Godetia  N     x             

Claytonia perfoliata ssp. perfoliata  Miner’s Lettuce  N           x  x     
Claytonia sibirica  Candyflower  N           x  x     
Clinopodium douglasii  Yerba Buena  N         x  x      Formerly Satureja. 
Collinsia grandiflora  Large‐fl. Blue‐eyed Mary  N       x  x         

Collinsia parviflora  Sm.‐fl. Blue‐eyed Mary  N         x         

Collomia grandiflora  Large‐flowered Collomia  N     x  x           

Conium maculatum  Poison Hemlock  E  I              x   
Crepis setosa  Bristly Hawksbeard  N     x          x   
Cynoglossum grande  Pacific Houndstongue  N       x  x         

Daucus carota   Queen Anne’s Lace  E                x   
Delphinium menzeisii  Menzie’s Larkspur  N     x             

Dianthus armeria  Deptford Pink  E      x          x   
Dichelostemma congestum   Ookow  N     x  x  x         

Dipsacus fullonum    Common Teasel  E                x  Damp to wet places 
Epilobium ciliatum cf. ssp. glandulosum  Glandular Willow‐herb  N   x            x   

Epilobium densiflorum  Denseflower Spikeprimrose  N               x  Damp to wet places 

Epilobium minutum  Small‐flowered Willow Herb  N               x   

Erigeron philadelphicus var. philadelphicus  Philadelphia Daisy  N         x      x  Edges, gaps 

Eriophyllum lanatum   Oregon Sunshine  N     x  x           

Erodium cicutarium   Stork’s Bill  E      x          x   
Erythronium oreganum  Oregon Fawnlily  N         x         

Fragaria vesca var. bracteata  Woodland Strawberry  N       x  x  x       

Fragaria virginiana var. platypetala  Broadpetal Strawberry  N     x  x           

Galium aparine   Cleavers  N         x  x  x     

Galium triflorum  Fragrant Bedstraw  E            x  x     
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Geranium carolinianum  Carolina Geranium  N     x             

Geranium columbinum  Long‐stalked Geranium  E      x          x   
Geranium dissectum   Cutleaf Geranium  E      x          x   
Geranium lucidum   Shining Geranium  E  I        x  x  x    Highly invasive in forest understories 
Geranium molle   Dovefoot Geranium  E      x          x   
Geum macrophyllum  Largeleaf Avens  N             x    Moist areas 

Gnaphalium palustre  Lowland Cudweed  N               x  Vernally moist areas 

Heracleum lanatum   Cow Parsnip  N             x     

Hypericum perforatum  St. John’s Wort  E  I              x   
Hypochaeris radicata   Hairy Cat’s Ear  E      x          x   
Iris tenax var. tenax  Oregon Iris  N     x  x           

Lapsana communis  Nipplewort  E  I          x    x   
Lathyrus aphaca   Yellow Vetchling  E          x         
Lathyrus hirsutus  Rough Peavine  E  I        x  x    x   
Lathyrus latifolius  Perennial Sweet Pea  E  I              x   
Lathyrus sphaericus   Grass Pea  E      x             
Leontodon saxatilis  Hairy Hawkbit  E  I  x  x          x   
Leptosiphon bicolor  Bicolor Linanthus  N   x            x   

Leucanthemum vulgare  Oxeye Daisy  E  I    x          x  Invades prairie, savanna 
Ligusticum apiifolium   Celery Leaved Lovage  N         x         

Linaria vulgaris  Butter and Eggs  E  I              x   
Linum bienne  Narrow Leaved Flax  E      x             
Lomatium macrocarpum  Large Fruited Lomatium  N R      x          Scarce in Willamette Valley 

Lomatium nudicaule  Barestem Lomatium  N     x             

Lomatium triternatum  Nine‐leaved Lomatium  N     x             

Lomatium utriculatum  Spring Gold  N     x  x           

Lonicera ciliosa  Orange Honeysuckle  N         x    x     

Lonicera hispidula  Hairy Honeysuckle  N         x         

Lotus micranthus  Small Flowered Deervetch  N     x             

Lotus purshianus   Spanish Clover  N   x            x   

Lupinus arbustus  Spurred Lupine  N     x  x  x        Likely has some LUPORE genes 

Lupinus bicolor  Two‐color Lupine  N     x          x   
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Lupinus oreganus  Kincaid’s Lupine  N         x       
Was L. sulphureus ssp. kincaidii; under 
power line; oaks cut in 2010. 

Lupinus polyphyllus  Many‐leaved Lupine  N   x  x             

Luzula comosa  Pacific Woodrush  N     x             

Lythrum portula   Purslane Loosestrife  E  I              x  Vernally moist areas 
Madia elegans  Showy Tarweed  N     x             

Madia glomerata  Cluster Tarweed  N     x          x   

Madia gracilis  Common Tarweed  N     x             

Madia sativa  Coast Tarweed  N               x   

Maianthemum stellatum  Star‐flowered Solomon’s Seal  N           x       

Marah oreganus  Wild Cucumber; Bigroot  N     x  x  x         

Matricaria discoidea   Pineapple Weed  N               x   

Melissa officinalis  Lemon Mint  E  I          x  x    Moist areas 
Mentha pulegium  Pennyroyal  E  I  x            x  Highly invasive in vernal pools, etc. 
Mentha sp.  Mint, unknown  N?               x  Need ID later, in flower 

Mimulus guttatus  Yellow Monkeyflower  N               x   

Montia fontana  Spring Water Chickweed  N               x   

Mycelis muralis  Wall Lettuce  E  I          x       
Myosotis laxa   Small‐flowered Forget‐Me‐Not N               x   

Navarettia intertexta  Needleleaf Navarettia  N               x  Vernally moist areas 

Navarettia squarrosa  Skunkweed  N               x  Vernally moist areas 

Nemophila menziesii var. atomaria  Baby Blue Eyes  N     x  x           

Nemophila parviflora  Small‐flowered Grove Lover  N           x       

Orthocarpus bracteosus  Rosy Owl Clover  N   x               

Osmorhiza berteroi   Mountain Sweet Cicely  N         x  x  x     

Parentucellia viscosa   Parentucellia  E    x  x          x  Invasive in moist prairie 
Perideridia cf. gairdneri ssp. borealis  Yampah  N             x     

Plagiobothrys scouleri var. scouleri  Scouler’s Popcorn Flower  N               x  Vernally moist areas 

Plantago lanceolata   Narrow‐leaved Plantain  E                x  Potential host for Taylor’s Checkerspot
Plectritis congesta  Rosy Plectritis  N   x  x            Moist areas 

Polygonum aviculare ssp. depressum  Common Knotweed  E                x   
Potentilla gracilis var. gracilis  Slender Cinquefoil  N     x             
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Poteridium occidentale  Annual Burnet  N     x          x  Open soil in upland areas 

Prunella vulgaris var. lanceolata   Native Heal All  N   x  x          x   

Ranunculus aquatilis var. ?  Aquatic Buttercup  N             x     

Ranunculus occidentalis  Western Buttercup  N     x  x           

Ranunculus orthorhynchus var. 
orthorhynchus 

Straightbeak Buttercup  N   x         
 

 
 

Ranunculus uncinatus   Little Buttercup  N           x       

Rumex occidentalis  Western Dock  N             x     

Sanicula crassicaulis  var. crassicaulis  Pacific Snakeroot  N       x  x  x       

Satureja douglasii  Yerba Buena  N           x       

Saxifraga integrifolia  Common Western Saxifrage  N     x             

Senecio jacobaea   Tansy Ragwort  E  I    x          x  Invades prairie, savanna 
Sherardia arvensis  Field Madder  E      x             
Sidalcea cusickii   Cusick’s Checkermallow  N             x    State Candidate 

Sidalcea malviflora ssp. virgata   Rose Checkermallow  N       x  x         

Sisyrinchium hitchcockii  Hitchcock’s Blue‐eyed Grass  N R  x         
 

  Some on N line adj. to Blanton Rd. 
ROW 

Sonchus asper  Prickly  Sowthistle  E      x          x   
Stachys rigida  Rigid Hedgenettle  N             x  x  Also in BPA ROW disturbed marsh 

Stellaria  borealis ssp. sitchana  Few‐fld. Northern Starwort  N             x  x  Also in BPA ROW disturbed marsh 

Stellaria media  Chickweed  E      x          x   
Symphyotrichum hallii   Hall’s Aster  N   x  x             

Symphyotrichum subspicatum  Douglas’ Aster  N             x     

Taraxacum officinale   Common Dandelion  E                x   
Tellima grandiflora  Fringecup  N         x  x  x     

Thalictrum polycarpum  Tall Meadowrue  N             x     

Tonella tenella  Small‐flowered Tenella  N         x  x       

Torilis arvensis   Hedge Parsley  E      x  x        x   
Toxicoscordion venenosus  var. venenosus  Meadow Deathcamas  N     x             

Tragopogon dubius  Yellow Salsify  E      x          x   
Tragopogon porrifolius  Purple Salsify  E      x          x   
Trientalis latifolia   Woodland Starflower  N           x       

Trifolium angustifolium  Narrow‐leaf Clover  E  I    x             
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Trifolium campestre  Hop Clover  E      x          x   
Trifolium dubium  Least Hop Clover  E      x          x   
Trifolium glomeratum  Clustered Clover  E                x  In BPA ROW 
Trifolium microcephalum  Small‐headed Clover  N     x             

Trifolium pratense   Red Clover  E                x   
Trifolium subterraneum   Subterranean Clover  E      x          x   
Trifolium variegatum  Variegated Clover  N             x    Seen in 2007 survey 

Triphysaria pusilla  Dwarf Owl Clover  N     x          x   

Triteleia hyacinthina  Hyacinth Brodiaea  N   x               

Valerianella locusta  European Corn Salad  E      x          x   
Veratrum californicum var. caudatum  California False Hellebore  N             x     

Veronica americana  American Brooklime  N               x  Vernal pools, damp places 

Veronica scutellata   Marsh Speedwell  N               x  Vernal pools, damp places 

Vicia americana var. americana  American Vetch  N     x  x  x         

Vicia hirsuta   Hairy Vetch  E      x          x   
Vicia sativa   Common Vetch  E      x          x   
Vicia tetrasperma   Slender Vetch  E      x          x   
Vicia villosa   Bird Vetch  E      x             
Viola praemorsa ssp. praemorsa  Upland Yellow Violet  N     x             

Wyethia angustifolia   Narrowleaf Mule’s Ears  N   x               

Zeltnera muehlenbergii  Muehlenberg’s Zeltnera (?)  N     x            Formerly Centaureum. 

                       

Grasses, Rushes, Sedges                       

Achnatherum lemmonii  Lemmon’s Needlegrass  N     x             

Agrostis exarata  Spike Bentgrass  N   x          x     

Agrostis hallii   Hall’s Bentgrass  N R          x      Gaps; uncommon in Willamette Valley

Agrostis stolonifera  Creeping Bentgrass  E  I    x          x  Invades moist prairie 
Aira caryophyllea var. caryophyllea  European Hairgrass  E      x          x   
Allium amplectens  Slimleaf Onion  N   x               

Alopecurus pratensis  Meadow Foxtail  E    x               
Anthoxanthum odoratum  Sweet Vernalgrass  E    x               
Arrhenatherum elatius ssp. bulbosum  Oatgrass  E  I    x             
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Avena fatua  Wild Oats  E  I    x          x   
Briza minor   Little Quakinggrass  E    x               
Bromus carinatus   California Brome  N     x             

Bromus diandrus  Ripgut Brome  E  I    x            Invades prairie, savanna 
Bromus hordeaceus  ssp. hordeaceus  Soft Brome  E  I    x            Invades prairie, savanna 
Bromus secalinus  Chess Brome  E      x            Invades prairie, savanna 
Bromus sitchensis   Sitka Brome  N         x  x  x    Edges and gaps 

Bromus sterilis   Poverty Brome  E  I    x            Invades prairie, savanna 
Bromus vulgaris   Columbia Brome  N           x  x     

Carex densa   Dense Sedge  N   x               Wet places 

Carex hendersonii  Henderson’s Sedge  N           x       

Carex leptopoda  Slender‐footed Sedge  N           x  x     

Carex stipata var. stipata  Sawbeak Sedge  N   x              Wet places 

Carex tumulicola  Foothill Sedge  N     x  x           

Carex unilateralis   One Sided Sedge  N   x               

Cynosurus cristatus  Crested Dogtail  E                x   
Cynosurus echinatus   Hedgehog Dogtail  E  I      x  x      x  Invades prairie, savanna, woodland 
Dactylis glomerata   Orchard Grass  E  I      x  x      x   
Danthonia californica   California Oatgrass  N     x            Perennial bunchgrass of upland prairie

Deschampsia cespitosa   Tufted Hairgrass  N   x              Perennial bunchgrass of wet prairie 

Deschampsia elongata  Slender Hairgrass  N               x   

Eleocharis acicularis  Needle Spikerush  N               x  Wet areas 

Eleocharis palustris   Creeping Spikerush  N               x  Wet areas 

Elymus glaucus ssp. glaucus  Blue Wildrye  N       x  x  x  x     

Elymus trachycaulis ssp. trachycaulis  Bearded Wheatgrass  N     x            Perennial bunchgrass of upland prairie

Festuca californica  California Fescue  N         x       
Perennial bunchgrass of woodland 
(rarely savanna) 

Festuca roemeri  Roemer’s Fescue  N     x            Perennial bunchgrass of upland prairie

Festuca rubra  Red Fescue  E                x   

Festuca subulata  Bearded Fescue  N           x  x     

Festuca subuliflora  Coast Range Fescue  N           x       

Glyceria occidentalis  Western Mannagrass  N             x     
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Holcus lanatus   Common Velvetgrass  E    x          x     
Juncus bolanderi  Bolander’s Rush  N               x  Wet areas 

Juncus bufonius   Toad Rush  N               x  Wet areas 

Juncus effusus var. pacificus  Soft Rush  N               x  Wet areas 

Juncus occidentalis   Slender Rush  N   x               

Juncus patens   Spreading Rush  N         x      x  Wet areas 

Koeleria macrantha   Junegrass  N     x            Perennial bunchgrass of upland prairie

Lolium multiflorum  Annual Ryegrass  N               x   
Lolium perenne  Perennial Ryegrass  E                x   
Luzula comosa  Pacific Woodrush  N   x               

Melica subulata   Alaska Oniongrass  N           x  x     

Phleum pratense  Timothy  E      x             
Poa annua   Annual Bluegrass  E                x   
Poa compressa   Canada Bluegrass  E              x     
Poa pratensis   Kentucky Bluegrass  E                x   
Poa secunda ssp. secunda  One‐sided Bluegrass  N     x             

Poa trivialis  Roughstalk Bluegrass  E              x     
Schedonorus arundinaceus   Tall Fescue  E  I  x  x  x  x      x  Invades prairie, savanna, woodland 
Schedonorus pratensis  Meadow Fescue  E      x             
Scirpus microcarpus  Small‐fruited Bulrush  N               x  BPA ROW disturbed wetlands 

Taeniatherum caput‐medusae  Medusa‐head  E  I    x             
Ventenata dubia    Ventenata  E      x          x   
                       

Ferns and Allies                       

Equisetum arvense  Field Horsetail  N               x   

Isoetes nuttallii  Nuttall’s Quillwort  N   x               

Polypodium glycyrrhiza   Licorice Fern  N           x  x     

Polystichum munitum   Western Sword Fern  N           x  x     

Pteridium aquilinum  Bracken  N       x  x  x    x   
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American Goldfinch  N   

American Robin  N   

Anna’s Hummingbird  N   

Black‐headed Grosbeak  N   

Black‐throated Gray 
Warbler 

N   

Brown Creeper  N   

Brown‐headed Cowbird  N   

Bullock’s Oriole  N   

Cassin’s Vireo  N   

Common Raven  N   

Chipping Sparrow  N   

Dark‐eyed Junco  N   

Hutton’s Vireo  N   

Lazuli Bunting  N   

Lesser Goldfinch  N   

Northern Flicker  N   

Orange‐crowned Warbler  N   

Pacific Slope Flycatcher  N   

Pacific Wren  N   

Pileated Woodpecker  N   

Purple Finch  N   

Red‐breasted Nuthatch  N   

Red‐tailed Hawk  N   

Song Sparrow  N   

Spotted Towhee  N   

Steller’s Jay  N   

Swainson’s Thrush  N   

Western Kingbird  N   

Western Tanager  N   

Western Wood‐Pewee  N   

White‐crowned Sparrow  N   

Wild Turkey  E  Seen in 2007 survey. 

BUTTERFLIES    Comments 
Arctic Skipper  N Carterocephalus paleamon 

California Sister  N Adelpha californica 

Common Ringlet  N Coenonympha tullia 

Cinnabar Moth  N Tyria jacobaeae 
Clodius Parnassian  N Parnassius clodius.  Low elev. for this spp. 

Common Wood Nymph  N Cercyonis pegala 

Dun Skipper  N Euphyes vestris 

Field Crescent  N Phyciodes pulchella 

Lorquin’s Admiral  N Liminitis lorquini 

Pale Swallowtail  N Papilio eurymedon 

Propertius Duskywing  N Erynnis propertius 

Snowberry/Variable 
Checkerspot 

N Euphydryas chalcedona 

Western Tailed Blue  N Cupido amyntula 

Western Tiger Swallowtail N Papilio rutulus 

DRAGONFLIES/DAMSELFLIES  

California Darner  N Rhionaeschna californica 

Eight‐spotted Skimmer  N Libellula forensis 

Emerald Spreadwing  N Lestes dryas (cf.) 

  Tule Bluet  N Enallagma carunculatum 

  Twelve‐spotted Skimmer  N Libellula pulchella 

BEES    COMMENTS 
California Bumblebee  N Bombus californicus 

European Honeybee  E Apis mellifera 
Yellow‐faced Bumblebee  N Bombus californicus 

Mason Bee  N Hoplitis sp.; ID by MS; visiting Kincaid’s 
lupine 

OTHER INSECTS     

Black Blister Beetle  N Epicauta pennsylvanica (cf.) 

Leafhopper  N Cicadellidae, unid. 

Tachinid fly  N Tachina sp. 
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MAMMALS     

Black‐Tailed Deer  N   

Pocket Gopher, unid.  N  Mounds observed.  Possibly CA Ground 
Squirrel 

Western Gray Squirrel  N  Focal species.  At oak thin area.  
Waypointed. 

FUNGI     
Trametes versicolor  N   

Daedalea quercina  N   

Scutellinia scutellata  N   
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Invasive non-native plant species are a significant threat to the ecological integrity of the target 
systems and species at South Eugene Meadows, and their control is a key component of 
management efforts. The City conducts all invasive species control efforts under the framework 
of integrated pest management (IPM) and adopted an IPM plan that outlines a policy developed 
specifically for parklands (City of Eugene 2010). The plan describes specific IPM operations 
guidelines for specific types of sites (e.g., prairies and savannas as compared to playgrounds), 
and further identifies actions for specific sub-areas that differ in quality, use, or management 
objectives. 
 
Invasive plant species noted during the brief site visits to date have been evaluated by City staff 
and assigned to qualitative categories, representing high, medium, and low values for impact, 
management feasibility, and urgency. The urgency ranking represents the additional level of 
required effort anticipated for the long-term if short-term management of a given species is 
postponed.   
 
Categories of invasive species considered for management are depicted in Table 5-1, along with 
priority. Highest priority (red shading) are species that can be considered “Early Detection Rapid 
Response” (EDRR) species. These species rank low to moderate for significance of impact due to 
smaller existing extent of infestation, and may range from easy to moderate to control. Treating 
them immediately and with high priority prevents them from overwhelming site conservation 
targets, improves chances of eradicating them from the site, and minimizes long-term control 
costs. In practice, current and future EDRR species will receive treatment before other species 
designated for control, especially when they are present in very few locations regardless of how 
abundant they might be in that location. At South Eugene Meadows, these EDRR species are all 
located near, or in close proximity to, native plant species that are conservation targets under 
this management plan. In some cases, it may be that effort and resources required to control the 
species at the site scale are prohibitive, but management can be limited to localized control in 
areas where target conservation species are present or if a restoration activity is planned in the 
same location.  
 
Second priority (yellow shading) are species that have a medium to high level of significance of 
impact, and which are easy or moderately easy to control. This category focuses management 
on species that currently are having notable effects on site conservation targets but are 
relatively straightforward to control, and consists predominantly of woody vegetation that has 
invaded prairie and oak systems. Any species of low to moderate significance of impact and low 
to moderate ease of control are given tertiary management priority (blue shading), reflecting the 
additional effort and resources required for successful management and their widespread nature 
throughout the site.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



   
 

  
 

Table 5- 1. Invasive Species Categories for Management. 

 

 
Impact/Significance 

 

 
High    Low 

M
an
ag
em

en
t 

Fe
as
ib
ili
ty
 

High (Straightforward)  H/H  M/H  L/H 

 
 

H/M  M/M  L/M 

Low (Difficult)  H/L  M/L  L/L 

 
 
 
Invasive species control efforts can easily consume all available staff and funding resources on 
conservation sites. Eradication is unrealistic for many invasive species due to the magnitude and 
frequency of inputs required to completely exclude an unwanted species from a large area. In 
many cases, certain control techniques have unacceptable negative effects on the desired native 
species that management is designed to protect, limiting the methods that can be used. In order 
to protect site conservation targets and best utilize available resources, management strategies 
consistent with the City’s IPM policies have been suggested for each of the invasive species. The 
strategies are not necessarily coincident with a species’ ranking for impact or urgency, rather 
they reflect specific site knowledge and an understanding of the feasibility of control for each 
species at the site. 
 
Suggested management strategies by category are:  
 
1. Actively Control. High-priority species (red boxes) that have a high level of impact, are easy 

or moderately easy to control, and have a moderate to high urgency are actively controlled 
annually until they reach a level of distribution and abundance that no longer poses a high 
or moderately high threat to site conservation targets. These species are currently causing a 
significant enough threat to warrant attention as their own projects.  

 
2. Containment Strategy. These species have a moderate to high level of impact (yellow 

boxes), but are moderate to difficult to control and have a moderate to low level of urgency 
due to the degree of infestation already present. These species are too widespread and well 
established and too difficult to manage to achieve a distribution or abundance that does not 
affect site conservation targets. However, they are also among the worst invaders and have 
the ability to alter ecosystem quality and function on the site and should be addressed if 
resources allow. 

 
3. Project-related. Control of these species (blue-boxes) should occur when other 

management actions are scheduled in the same location and when decreasing invasive 
species abundance is one of the project goals.   



   
 

  
 

Invasive species control is inherently tied to an adaptive management approach. In conjunction 
with the City’s IPM policy, the framework above should be used to guide initial treatments of 
invasive species at South Eugene Meadows, but follow up work will be needed. Regular 
assessments and evaluations should be conducted to determine the effectiveness of 
management treatments, evaluate current rankings and management strategies, and detect any 
new highly aggressive invasive species that may appear on the site. Depending on these 
developments, a shift in focus could be warranted during the period of time covered in this plan. 
 
 
Invasive Plant Species 
 
The habitats at South Eugene Meadows have been significantly impacted by a frequently 
encountered suite of non-native invasive species, primarily in the ground and shrub layers. 
A total of 96 non-native species were documented during site surveys in 2010, comprising 
35% of the flora at the site (Salix Associates 2010). The three main categories of invasive 
plant species of high concern are described in more detail below.  
 
Large-statured woody forbs and small trees 
Large-statured, non-native invasive woody vegetation often becomes established in prairies, 
savannas, and woodlands following landscape-level disturbance or when these open 
systems are not managed properly. Once present, these species act to transform prairie and 
oak systems by converting herbaceous vegetation to a near-monoculture of shrubs, 
effectively modifying the grassland or open woodland (low shrub density) structure and 
composition upon which many native plant and wildlife species depend. At South Eugene 
Meadows, the main species of concern in this category are Scotch broom (Cytisus scoparius), 
Himalayan blackberry (Rubus armeniacus), English and hybrid hawthorns (Crataegus spp.), 
and feral fruit trees (Prunus spp., Pyrus communis), all species which likely became 
established at this site due to lack of management and/or herbaceous layer disturbance 
without proper follow-up. Fortunately these species are relatively easy to control, and so 
they will be a short-term management focus. In general, the goal is to bring their cover 
down to levels that are acceptable for the conservation targets (generally <10%).  All 
species in this group will be actively excluded from restored areas. 
 
Small-statured annual and perennial forbs 
Annual and perennial small stature forbs such as meadow knapweed (Centaurea pratensis) 
thistles (Cirsium spp.), ox-eye daisy (Leucanthemum vulgare), and St. John’s wort (Hypericum 
perfoliatum) are somewhat more problematic in partially degraded prairie than non-native 
grasses because it is difficult to apply management actions that affect them but do not affect 
native species, due to interspersed distribution and similar growth forms and phenology. In 
addition, several of these species possess highly competitive strategies and can form extensive 
monocultures. Although at the landscape level small-statured forbs may be less likely than 
grasses and large-statured forbs to change ecosystem function, they still exclude native plant 
species, typically provide less and lower quality nectar for native pollinators, and are often 
difficult to control. 



   
 

  
 

These species are found generally in areas of disturbed ground at South Eugene Meadows, and 
meadow knapweed is still contained within the BPA power line right-of-way. Some species are 
sparse in abundance but widely distributed, others are found in patches in discrete areas where 
they have become established due to disturbance but have not yet spread widely, and yet 
others are somewhat common. Strategies for control require consideration of each species 
individually. 
 
Perennial and annual grasses  
Perennial grasses such as tall oat grass (Arrenatherum elatius ssp. bulbosum) and tall fescue 
(Schedonorus phoenix) and annual grasses including medusahead ryegrass (Taeniatherum caput-
medusae) and hedgehog dogtail (Cynosurus echinatus) are often a principal component of 
degraded prairies.  When abundant they alter nutrient cycling, seedling establishment and the 
persistence of native species.  Because they often grow taller and more densely than native 
species, when dominant they not only reduce plant diversity through competition, but degrade 
habitat quality for pollinators (loss of forbs) and ground foraging species including birds, 
amphibians and reptiles.  These invasive species can be a challenge to control as they are often 
well-established on prairie and savanna sites and have developed an extensive seed bank while 
native seed banks have disappeared; however reduction in their cover is required for restoration 
of native prairie.   
 
The herbaceous vegetation in prairie and oak systems at South Eugene Meadows is largely non-
native, with the exception of a few high-quality prairie areas. Non-native perennial and annual 
grasses dominate to the exclusion particularly of native forbs. Many native forb species need 
microsites with ample light and nutrients to become established, both attributes compromised 
by the presence of thick, continuous grass thatch. Forbs provide a high degree of diversity in 
native grassland communities, including important pollinator services. In heavily-altered areas 
where forb diversity and abundance have been seriously compromised for a prolonged period 
of time, it is unlikely that a seed bank remains for restoring these species through reintroducing 
disturbance alone, and repeated seeding and follow-up management would be required for 
restoration. 
 
Management Priorities and Strategies for Terrestrial Invasive Species 
After evaluating invasive species at the site, 19 of 36 (52%) were considered for management 
and 14 (38%) were selected for potential control. Many of these species are not widespread at 
the site. Only three species fall in the highest priority category, nine are of moderate priority, 
and two more are low priority.  Furthermore, five of the species are limited enough in extent that 
they would be treated only when restoration activities were scheduled in a particular location, 
and four would be treated in only in high-quality prairie and savanna areas, not throughout the 
site.  Table 5-2 lists each invasive species with corresponding shading indicating the 
impact/control feasibility category in which each has been placed, along with notes on the 
species’ management strategy. The management strategy may not correlate directly with a 
species’ category, but rather reflects knowledge of site-level distribution and abundance and 
current understanding of species-specific control techniques. 
  



   
 

  
 

Table 5-2. Priority Non-native Invasive Plant Species. 

Scientific Name Common Name Management Strategy 

Cytisus scoparius Scotch broom 
Release biocontrol. Highest priority in lupine 
areas, then historically treated areas. 

Centaurea pratensis Meadow knapweed Goal is eradication from site. Work with BPA. 

Cirsium arvense Canada thistle. 
Eradicate from lupine areas, develop goal for 
acceptable cover in other areas of site. 

Rubus armeniacus Himalaya blackberry
Treat resprouts with high priority. Control in 
riparian forest areas. 

Pyrus communis Domestic pear Remove from thinned areas. 

Crataegus monogyna English hawthorn 
Remove from prairies and savannas, as part of 
thinning operations if possible, or using a 
smaller-scale approach if not. 

Prunus avium Sweet cherry 
Remove from savannas and woodlands, as part 
of thinning operations if possible, or using a 
smaller-scale approach if not. 

Conium maculatum Poison hemlock 
Seems limited to BPA ROW. Treat when 
developing site maintenance access. 

Melissa officinalis Lemon balm 
Determine extent on site, test control strategies 
if limited population exists. Do not attempt 
control if widespread. 

Hypericum perfoliatum St. John’s Wort Treat in lupine and high-quality prairie areas. 
Hypochaeris radicata/ 
Leontodon taraxacoides 

Hairy cat’s ear/ 
Lesser hawkbit 

Treat in lupine and high-quality prairie areas. 

Arrenatherum elatius 
ssp. bulbosum 

Tall oatgrass Treat in lupine and high-quality prairie areas. 

Ilex aquifolium English holly 
Treat when thinning, or on a longer-term 
maintenance schedule or with volunteers. 

Rosa eglanteria Sweetbriar rose 
Treat when thinning, or on a longer-term 
maintenance schedule or with volunteers. 

 
 

  



   
 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 6 

 

TRAIL SITING DETAILS 

  



   
 

  
 

Protection of the site’s Conservation Values was the top priority in siting the proposed trail 
layout at South Eugene Meadows.  A diverse team of experienced trail designers, planners, and 
staff involved in trail siting and maintenance for the Ridgeline system collaborated closely with 
ecologists and natural resource managers.  
 
Three planning sessions were held to site the trail. An initial office meeting focused on potential 
layouts across the entire site, with robust discussion on benefits and drawbacks of numerous 
access points and trail alignments. This meeting employed large-format plots of the site with 
detailed topographic information derived from LiDAR coverage, maps of existing conditions and 
priority species locations, and considrations of desired future conditions. Once the potential 
route was more defined, two half-day site visits were held to carefully evaluate and site the trail 
using actual conditions. At this stage, in order of priority the team considered the following:    
 

1. All areas of the site that support the Conservation Values were mapped and areas to be 
avoided for the purpose of protection were identified, resulting in removing large 
portions of the site (including all areas south of the BPA right-of-way) from 
consideration; 

 
2. The need for efficient maintenance access to interior portions of the site where 

restoration is planned and where long-term maintenance will be needed was evaluated. 
This step focused on providing access to the heart of the site, and to areas lacking good 
access in the northeastern corner. Maintenance activities will include vegetation 
management, hazard reduction, wildfire defense, and fence and boundary marker 
maintenance, among others, and may require the use of motorized wheelbarrows or 
other similarly-sized equipment;  

3. The trails team considered viewpoints, quality and diversity of user experience, and 
educational or interpretive opportunities; and  

4. Trail alignments were developed that accounted for all of the considerations above, and 
also considered trail grade, to facilitate use by a range of users from young to old, and 
also to facilitate access for maintenance equipment and volunteers.  

 
While in the field, numerous discussions centered on observations of user behavior in other 
Ridgeline sites, and specifically how to site the future trail to prevent off-trail hiking. Vegetation 
cover and sightlines were discussed in proximity to all mapped occurrences of spurred and 
Kincaid’s lupine and Hitchock’s blue-eyed grass. The group repeatedly reached consensus that 
optimal protection would occur when users had the opportunity to move along edges of a 
variety of habitat types, providing the feel of being within them without bringing users too close 
to the actual plants themselves. Furthermore, siting the trail in this way also directly improved 
maintenance capacity for the highest priority areas of the site.  
 
The process resulted in a thoughtfully aligned proposed main trail and loop trail shown in Figure 
10. Maps developed for the purpose of the field site visits are included in this appendix. 



   
 

  
 

Considerable attention was paid to the specific proposed parking and trail location in the prairie 
adjacent to Blanton Road, to minimize impacts to the native plant community. Multiple staff 
with botanical identification skills participated in the on-site evaluation of the trail layout, noting 
patches of native prairie species as well as historic locations of Hitchcock’s blue-eyed grass. The 
selected alignment reflects minimal parking with the smallest footprint available along the 
Blanton Road boundary, the presence of relatively fewer native species, and makes use of areas 
currently infested with Scotch broom and poison oak while avoiding the major patches of native 
plants. Additionally, the trail layout accounts for known behavior historically observed at other 
trailheads, and is sited to prevent development of user-defined trails. Conservative construction 
measures may also be used in this area, to maximize protection of the prairie while connecting 
the site to Blanton Road. The proposed layout is based on field observations and best 
professional judgment; when it comes time to complete engineering design of these facilities 
minor changes may be required for safety or to meet zoning codes. 
 

  



   
 

  
 

Trail planning figure, showing Conservation Values, viewpoints, topographic high points, and 
existing paths. 

 



   
 

  
 

Trail planning figure, showing desired future conditions, rare plant locations, and high points. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   
 

  
 

Trail planning figure, showing trail walked as recorded using GPS, and topography derived from 
LiDAR data. Draft Figure 12 became final Figure 10 in this final version of the management plan.  

 




